
      What do you like the most and the least about arXiv?

 - I use arXiv foir distribution and for reading everydays papers, not for doing searches of past 

- can find a lot of articles

- too many articles to find a good one, maybe the system like

  amazon.com could help.  Evaluation by readers, another

  reader's choice etc.

 find information

 I like simplicity

I don't like the search options, which are quite poor. 

 I like the most the fact of being able to have at hand what are people working on in the 

present time, daily.

There is nothing that I like the least about arXiv. 

- least: search interface

- most: coverage

 Most: Access to full text.

 Least: Search accuracy by subjects.

- new interface hardly a step up

- poor search

- poor cross referencing

- slwo to recreate pdf ( is this really necessary now that disk is so cheap??)

 Often takes a while before a paper that is accepted or published to 

be indicated as this.  Some of the answers above are not that fair. Just used to the SPIRES 

search interface - it goes to arXiv where the actual content is based which is very well done.

 The most - its availability. its unique flexibility, possibility of multiple Versions; its primarity.

The least - not complete citation lists. 

- The most: daily postings.

- The least: the new indexing system, which makes searches more complicated.

 The most: the complete representation of the most advanced  works currently  being done  in 

the field  

The least:  The lack of an appropriate amount of information about the state of publication of 

the preprints  as well as   about their  citations. 

- what I least like:  put blockage to discourage ideas

arXiv is fantastic as a place to post eprints

it is terrible for searching and other added value, and

the interface needs to be updated from 10 years ago

Best:

The arXiv as storage is quite good. 

Worst:

The customers treatment could be much more friendly, i.e. businesslike. Censorship is very 

questionable, since most submitter sare scientists with substantial standing.

I mostliy like the depth of coverage, but sometimes I have some trouble in findig preprints by 

author. This interface in the spires is more friendly.



Most -- the fact that most of the literature in my field can be found there.

Least -- obstreperous and unhelpful managers of arxiv system.

Most - the feature of abstract search

Least - unavailability of documents beyond a certain time limit in the past. 

Most: Efficiency

Least: Ginsparg's sarcasm

Most: its coverage and timeliness of daily postings.

Least: format of searches.

most:

free access of course, content generated by *us* (not PG)

least:

interface from the middle ages, unfriendly and arrogant correspondence with mantainer (PG), 

not open for suggestions,

IDIOTIC NEW HEP NUMBERS!

why not add just one more digit?

The best aspect of the arXiv is full-text availability.

I dislike the new arXiv preprint labels and much 

prefer the older version (e.g., hep-th/yymmnnn).

The arXiv is also not very well searchable, except 

perhaps by author.

the least is the search interface, the rest is very nice

The most, the fast, reliable information. The least, the new

preprint numeration system

(+) reliability, convenience of search

(-) strong bias in favor of speculative, unconfirmed research areas (like string theory) that 

happened to have reached dominance in academia, lack of transparence, lack of insurance and 

remedies against monopoly controle,

author registration limitation and endorsement requirement.

HEP is in a long-lasting and deepening crisis and arXiv is contributing to it by placing undue 

burden on those who may have to offer new approaches.

*The most:

full text, free, speed, the New section

*The least:

The link "abs" to the abstract page of papers disappeared with the new look of arxiv. 

Quite difficult to search for "old" articles when using general keywords with the full-text 

search. 



.pdf files of preprints

+  broad coverage

-  none for me

+ completeness 

- find function is not as powerfull as in other search engines

+ completeness

- search forms that don't work

+ I use arXiv to read the most recent preprints -> sort by date. 

+ access to original files including figures

+ It has everything in my field.

-  Its search capabilities seem to be limited.

+

RSS Feed 

-

Search interface

+: complete, full text access

-: not that great for casual Browsing

+: Ease of access

-: Citebase could finally be implemented in full

+: everybody is there, full text access, easy to prune a local partial copy on your laptop

-: not all cross-references, fragmentation of borderline subjects between archives

+: fast access to new preprints

-: find not so user friendly to find published papers

+: fast-well connected

-: time limited in the past and difficulty to link to pre-90 papers

+: The most recent preprints are freely availabile. Very useful to stay informed.

-: The new numbering is a step back, the new eprint number contains no information.

1) the most: that all important recent preprints can be found - and read - here on a daily basis

2) the least: the new identifier system; I like to compare it with

having no area codes in phone numbers. So if you dial

0705.xyzw instead of 0705.yxzw, you end up in the "physics" 

area instead of the "hep-th" area which you really wanted in the first place.

3) and also in connection with 2): the poor implementation of the new identifiers, for example 

problems working with both an "hep-th/9711xxx" identifier, and a 0705.xxxx.

A more friendly interface, and more flexibility on the searches. The submission interface may 

be improved

A vast amount of papers is accesiible without complications

access of fultexts

searches nowhere near as efficient as SPIRES or Google Scholar

access to articles by reference

access to full text

Access to full text

Access to full text       

access to full text

Not very friendly in subject oriented searches

Access to full text, Citation analysis

Access to full text.  Only works with preprints, e.g. if a published paper has no preprint (not 

common in

HEP but in other areas) arXiv does not work.



Access to full text; citation

access to full texts

does not give info on articles before 1991

access to latex source

Access to preprints (do not have to wait for published article to appear).

access to scientific information in big universsities and institutes in Europe, US and the world 

in general

accessibility of full texts; absence of nontrivial classification of papers

Accuracy and fastness.

Citations sometimes missing.

Actually, the big issue isn't in arXiv for me.  It is that in many cases the full text is not 

available online, which isn't something that is up to any of these services to decide.

all

All full text is the best feature.  The fact that you need spires for citations (citebase is not that 

good) is annoying, especially if you are after articles outside of High Energy

All I need is in there - just sometimes hard to find, then I fall back to SPIRES.

The submission interface (and process) is cumbersome and takes too long.

All is wery well for exclusion of two very bad novations: 

1/ that arViv authomatically prohibit some crosslistins,  

2/ it seems that crossreferences are also ignored now.

all the papers fresh every morning, recent numbering system is stupid, if it aint broke don't fix 

Almost every paper I care about is on the arXiv.  Lack of peer review means that I need to be 

careful in selecting articles to cite.

always have problems with submission; not well guided how to start

Ammm

Annoying that some journals are excuded (Nucl. Inst. & Meth.)

Archane search interface

articles are easiest to access

problem: no author identification

no citation count

arXiv gets the articles to me several months earlier, I use ADS for all the searching

ArXiv has a search dependent on physics sub fields. This greatly helps narrowing a broad, 

general search.

arXiv has the pre-prints which are otherwise not available, even years afterwards.

arXiv includes complete preprints.

arXiv`s search function is not good.

Arxiv is a very usefull tool, but physics articles which contains pictures and big plots are 

troublesome to submitt. Rather discouraging, as you must send often email to arxiv admin. 

arxiv is always up to date.

arXiv is best for a rapid appearance to the community

arXiv is better for me

arXiv is extremely helpful for an imediate access to the latest reserach paper.

The least thing I like about arXiv is the new format of arXiv

adopted since this April. I prefer to the older version.

arXiv is fine for what it is--a preprint repository.

It is not an information service.

In particular, it is not SPIRES.



arXiv is the most important collection of papers of the last two decades.  It usually, though not 

always, contains a more up-to-date version of a paper than the published version.  The worst 

aspect is that it is almost impossible to search natively.  I use SPIRES to find the paper on the 

arXiv.

arXiv is wonderful - I am a huge fan. 

Most like: simplicity, generality, speed. 

Least like: lack of citation statistics. 

arxiv rules! This is simply the way we publish preprints. Period. No competition. No 

competition wanted.

Maybe there could be some citation analysis, but I get that from Spires in any case.

arXiv.org acts as a central point of exchange for work in string theory and related fields; that 

is my main reason for using it regularly.  The features that I most often use are the daily 

summary of hep-th abstracts and, occasionally, the "catchup" interface to see what has been 

going on in the field when I have been away.  It is not usually the first place I turn to when 

searching for articles (unless I already know their arXiv preprint number) or for following cross-

references; I use SPIRES for that, as I haven't felt that search is arXiv's strength.  On the 

other hand, when I want the full text of an article (located through SPIRES, Google Scholar, or 

whatever) I almost always turn to arXiv first.

Oh, and of course I submit my own publications to arXiv, but that's obviously much less 

frequent than my use of it to read what others have written.

arXiv's great strength is its coverage of a broad range of fields. As my own research interests 

change, I find myself using it more and more (I grew up with Spires) but I can't say that I find 

anything that I don't like about it.

ArXiv's search could use an update.  It'd be great to have full support for symbol search.

It has easy access and is the simple way to read daily new postings.

Spires definitely has a better cite analysis. Also it goes back further.

As a submitter, I appreciate that any document of relevance to the scientific community, no 

matter whether is publishable or not, can be readily availible to the public, through a user-

friendly environment.

However, when I search for information, I prefer SPIRES just because it covers all published 

articles as well. Especially the authors of HEP instrumentation papers tend not to submit their 

work to arXive, hence SPIRES provides a more complete list.  

As for my own opinion - all is good

As mentioned earlier the only thing I dislike with arXiv is the lack of citation system. Citebase 

does not seem to be working properly yet. I think it would be fantastic to have a citation 

system like on SPIRES on arXiv for all fields, including hep-th,maths,etc.

Astro physics sections needs to be broken up into smaller sections.

authentication of one's work is the best feature

Author search need need improvement, especially non-English names.

The coverage of material is very good. The format of submission is good.

Availability of new preprints.  I don't have a least.

availability of preprints in pdf, ps and source file formats and links to spires references & 

citations.



Availability of preprints is the best thing.

The new system for paper ID that was introduced last month 

and which removes the scientific area (i.e. hep-ph or hep-th) from the number was a very bad 

Awful interface, nonstandard syntax. License a good search engine, or

Be more like Spires

Best - easy to look at new articles posted every day.  

Least - submission process is somewhat cumbersome.

best foor preprints

lack of direct bibtex output

Best for the most recent papers. Not user friendly if I know the subject which I want to find.

Best of arxiv is the concept in itself and providing the sources of all aricles. for search I find 

spires much more convenient

best: accessing pdf of article, lists of daily submissions

worst: lack of good linkage between arXiv and journal publications

BEST: contains everything immediately up to date

WORST: does't do citation counts

Best: coverage and convenience and use by the community

Least: abstract submission format

Best: Day-to-day lists of new preprints

Least: Search functions; e.g., dealing with initials of authors' names seems difficult, if not 

impossible.

Best: easy to get preprint ref and then access full paper.

Worst: site layout! Stick a box on the homepage where I can just type "hep-ex/1234567" and 

get the preprint

Best: good coverage of HEP-related preprints.  Also it's free.

Worst: new numbering scheme--terrible!  Why did anyone think removing the category was a 

good idea?  This makes it so much less convenient to use.  Must have been a computer person 

and not a physicist who made that choice.  Second worst: almost impossible to find anything 

using the search form.  Either returns way too many results or none.  Third worst: uploading 

new preprints is needlessly complex.

best: it's there and we use it

worst: snarky attitudes, and battles over disk space; particularly in astronomy/astrophysics 

for 2-d sky maps, attitudes developed in HEP Theory (line drawings) roots wind up uselessly 

degrading figure quality and costing lots of time 

best: nothing, a necessary evil

worse: complicated to use, hard to find how to post a paper, references/citations limited to 

fields covered in spires

Best: that it exists!

Worst: the new paper numbering system. Gee guys, why didn't you just add a few digits, or 

allow non-numeric characters? Like hex numbers, you know?

BEST: the overall concept

LEAST: nothng in particular; perhaps more flexibility in submission would be welcomed (e.g. 

use of pdflatex to process files). I preferentially use SPIRES since most of the times I need to 

start with a search, and spires is better and more complete for this

Best: Very complete.  Always available (no subscription needed, so I can use it when 

traveling).

Best; All the recent papers are there and they are easy to access

Worst: It can't compete with SPIRES for ease of searching



Brows resent pre-prints / Search interface

can't search over many groups simultaneously (ie hep phenom+theory+experiment)

categories too broad, full content not indexed by google

central repository of all hep physics for the last 15 years.

multiple formats for download, incitment to upload TeX sources, clear revision system, etc.

 do not tinker with it!

ful text search still miserable.

But notice that without the arXiv, Spires would be less usefull and there would be no Google 

scholar in HEP

CItation analysis

Citation analysis

classification of preprints in sub-areas for improved search.

Complete access to all high energy theory papers. Access to newest preprints. 

Coverage of papers in non-high energy physics fields and pre-arXiv era (this may not be the 

most fair complaint but access to older papers would be a terrific boon).

Complete coverage and up to date

Nothing negative to day.

complete coverage of the subareas of particle physics with article files

completeness, up to date, easy to use

completness (most)

searching (least)

Completness in HEP matters -vs- not all topics are covered

comprehensive - it's where everything is

the interface is woeful which is why other search sites have arisen

Comprehensive and complete. 

Comprehensive coverage of HEP

Poor coverage of Nuclear Physics, which is my other area of research

Comprehensive coverage of HEP

Poor coverage of Nuclear Physics, which is my other area of research

Confusion about author searches

contains also lectures and overviews conference proceedings that are hard to find elsewhere

convenience

convenience and get to see preprints immediately

Not always sure how many are actually published.

convenient access to full text

Coverage; daily summaries via email

covers most of what i need; easy userinterface, not too much redundant crap; access to 

(la)tex sources of papers

Daily emails are useful.  I rarely use it to search.

daily list of new preprints

daily listing, papers retrieval



Daily listings  is the feature that I like the most.

Daily listings a very good.

However, to get news (in particular cross-listings) from more than a week ago, it becomes 

quite tedious.

daily mailing of new article titles

daily mailings. I look at it every day.

daily news updates

daily postings of papers in my field - like it most. 

The administration team is often unfriendly in personal communications -- like this the least. 

Daily postings that I receive by e-mail which I can extract to my own file for papers of 

Daily preprints the most 

Search  the least

Daily submissions with abstracts are most useful.

daily updates

daily updates are wonderful, of course

Daily updating is fundamental, that is the best thing i appreciate of ArXiv.

Day to day coverage of physics

Lack of discrimination

dayly post

Delay in icluding a submission in a mailing.

democratic way of seeing what is happening (I am old enough to recall the old mailing system 

where only large institutions received all preprints, now everybody is playing on a level field).  

I don't like the change to the new numbering scheme.

Depth and number of papers in my field.

Depth of coverage (the most)

Submission interface (the least)

depth of coverage, quality of content, access to full text, speed receipt of information

difficult to do searches

Difficult to search on authors, keywords, etc.

dislike: it does not give citations

like: easy to search

do not know

Doesn't always have publication information, and if so, does not have links.

don.t know

don't use it enough to say

Don't use it too much so no strong opinions.

Ease of use and completeness.

Ease of use is best.  Should have better coverage (CERN preprints and astronomy) but good 

enough.

ease of use, but doesn't go far enough in time

easy access for uploading papers. It is bit strange that now we don't see the paper 

category/fields like hep-th or hep-ph but appears something as arXiv:0702.002 instead of 

easy access is perfect

submission procedure is long

Easy access is the most. The point that old papers are not available is the major arxiv 



easy access

citations are not so easy to find

easy access

no complaints

easy to access to full text

easy to browse and keep up

lots of noise between the signal...

Easy to browse new articles.

Easy to keep up-to-date on progress in the field.

Easy to search and find 

It is not very easy to upload your articles.

easy to use

easy to use and fast, but not all publications accessible

Easy to use, with the interface. No need to remember the searching syntax

One search always hits too many results

easy with hep-ex numbers

Easyness to find fresh articles.

Clumsyness for searching older articles.

E-mail news service (?)

e-mails me new articles

e-prints are great. The communication with admin very unfriendly.

Everythiong is ok.

Excellent forum for new pre-prints

excellent source of new information, no complaints

Excellent;No Problem!

Facility of submitting preprint and access of fulltext preprint are the things that I like most 

about arXiv.

Restricted only on those preprints which are posted in arXiv.

Familiarity is really the major part.

Fast turn around and availability for preprints, coverage

it takes 5 min. every morning to check the latest submissions and stay informed

final published version (if in case the article is actually published) is not necessarily available 

unless author updates it.

I hope there is a direct link to the published online version, e.g., a link to PRD, etc.

Finds the article with reasonable accuracy. But needs more search options. 

Form interface is not very friendly

Format for submission has previously changed without notice, no response from 

administrators when help is required

free

free access

free access

free access; full text always available; good repository for documenting anything even if not 

formal peer reviewed articles.

Free and easy access to the eprints. One can track

easily the literature citing a certain paper, which is

also a valuable asset. 



free availability most of the time    Most

does not include all the publications   Least

Free availability, in real-time, of scientific information for the best. For the worst I think that 

the endorsement system should be improved with to respect active researchers.

Free easy access to most relevant information.

Free to acess and download articles of my interest for my research work.

To keep update on daily basis of the current development in our field of science

freely accessible

no yunk

it is not easy to get an article by known number

it is not sufficiently easy to get to the upload page

Fresh preprints and access to full text.

friendliness the most

search accuracy the least

friendly + fast

no citation index

-

Full text are avalilable. No citations available.

gives fantastic freedom to publish new ideas

Good - can download recent preprints

Bad - Seach features are terrible, submission interface drives me nuts but what choice do you 

good and free

Good enough for me.

Good for finding preprints.

Bad interface.

Good for what it is good for

Good integration with Spires.

The arXiv interface/search itself is clunky (or it was the last time I tried it) but this doesn't 

matter - I view Spires+arXiv as two parts of a coherent whole.

Good Points: Articles are available in various formats.  It has many mirrors.

Not so Good Points: Search is often not exhaustive.  Often it misses out some papers relevant 

to a given search string.

Good points: comprehensive and easy to use

Bad point: subject classification (especially for hepth and hepph) is arbitrary and according to 

the system manager only.

good to obtain files, complete after ~1992

full-text search a la Google is missing

Good way to find recent preprints

Good: Convenient to fond new papers every day.

Bad: Search criteria are somewhat limited.



good: direct access to source/full text

Good: easy interface

Bad: limit on filesize for uploading articles. Diskspace is very cheap these days. Meeting the 

requirements for filesize of figures wastes an enormous amount of time sometimes. Policing 

people like this is a shame. Fits into the police state mentality of the US.

Good: easy search using arXiv number

Bad: search is not as customizable as that of SPIRES (e.g. Boolean functions)

Good: full text

Bad: doesn't go back far enough.  Often irritating interface.

Good: I contains all I need.

Bad: I am happy that there is the spires search interface. I never search directly in arxiv.

good: it is fast (many mirrors)

bad: search interface is ugly, command prompt search (like in spires) is much better

good: it is THE place to post in my field, so everything is there and it almost replaces all 

journals

bad: The interface has some quirks I could do without, like the order of abstracts being 

good: keeps me updated

not so good: text of old publications and theses often not available

Good: You can easily check for the newest preprints every day

Bad: Seach Interface could be simpler

Great to read latest happenings in the field, difficult to search.  I use SPIRES for that.

Great: daily updates, reading the "new" abstract. Least: for astro there should be subsections 

(like cosmology, galactic, etc...). I know it is in the works, but it has not appeared yet.

hard to track citations

Has all the papers.

Hate stupid new designations. Makes searching annoying and impossible to tell a general 

subject area of papers.

has the latest news every day!

user unfriendly 

has tthe preprints before they are published. I receive the list every day on my computer

Highly innaccurate with citations

Historically the arxiv has been aggressively user-UNfriendly in pretty much all respects.  The 

usual issues that come when geek(s) have too much control and try to force the unser 

experience into their particular (limited) vision.  Things have been improving, but not nearly 

fast enough to keep up with the easy experience users have come to expect in other places on 

Honestly never heard of it. But now I'm curious.

How do you pronounce "arXiv"? I can spell it, but have no idea how to pronounce it....

I am a great supporter of the arxiv and the very idea.

It has changed completely scientific communication.

I have only positive things to say. 



I am amazed that in our time, when 90% of email is spam, the web is overloaded by annoying 

advertising etc., arXiv practically does not contain crazy pseudoscientific New Theories of 

Everything and other stuff written by crackpots. The filtering mechanism works much better 

than one might hope. It would be a disaster if, to find 1 new scientific preprint, we'd have to 

look through 10 garbage ones.

I don't think there is anything I don't like. 

I am grateful to the arXive team for the possibility to read the most recent articles/preprints. 

As far as what I would like the least, I would not change the format so often (although it may 

be that I am just too concervative). 

I belive that access to full text is important.

I both like it and dislike for the same reason: abundance of non-reviewed documents

I can access text of papers not available to me through my library or when I am off-site

arXiv does not pool its differnt domain info, searches are 

impossible to accomplish with reliabilityl 

I can find the best there. Even if the worst might also go.

I can know the current topics in physics.

I can look at the new preprints every morning.

I can look at the preprints of the last weak.

Search engine might be  better

I can never figure out where to submit, and where to log in. 

Also, I can never find things unless I know the exact hep-ex number.  And even then, if I'm 

not on the right page to enter this, I get the wrong answer.

I can not answer this honestly since I am rarely using arXiv directly,

but I am using Spires, which is usually fine.

I can obtain latest results of researches.

I can quickly find a big number of articles on any subject I am interested in. But old articles, 

published in pre-computer epoch, can not be found this way.

I check it every day for new articles but its serach system is owfull

I check the arXiv daily in several topics.  It is my main source of information on new results in 

the field.

I feel that the arXiv does an excellent job on it's main task - collecting and making available a 

large part of the work in a wide range of fields.  I do not use arXiv to FIND papers or get 

citation information, as I find that SPIRES does a very good job on these things, and has all of 

the arXiv information, as well as information on other published and unpublished articles.  I do 

not feel that it is necessary that one service/site provide ALL types of service, especially if 

trying to add additional features to arXiv would interfere with it's main and unique strengths.

It would be very useful to make it easier (and more common practice) to submit theses.

I didn't know the arXiv did citation analysis.  Searching for papers on the arXiv is not as easy 

as on SPIRES.

I didn't use it yet.

I dislike reducing the possibilities for posting my new results:

(i) removal the submission option by e-mail;

(ii) limitation of free posting to those categories in which I had already posted my papers

I dislike that the moderators are not elected and/or do not have a fixed term.



I dislike the obsession with separating arXiv/hep-ex and arXiv/physics.  The arbitrary decisions 

made there by the staff are not conistent, and are unhelpful. People should be able to submit 

where they want, and if there is some grey area, latitude should be given to the authors.  

Looking at arXiv/physics for HEP-related papers, I see a drop in the bucket compared to the 

number of papers in hep-ex already, and compared to the obvious theory papers that get into 

hep-ex.  arXiv/physics is essentially cursing a paper to be unread.  It's a preprint server, not a 

journal.  It should be more flat, like SPIRES.  It's enough to have separated hep-ex from nucl-

ex and condensed-matter, etc.

The 1MB file restriction is silly in the modern era.  

I do not know this system

I do not like recent change of arxive, it is really stupid!

I do not like the changes made recently in the numbering system.

I do not like the most recent numbering change. It was most useful to be told in the cross 

referenced articles which list they came from. With the more or less choronological numbering 

it is less easy to find papers. 

I do not like the search options.

I most like the "new" and "recent" categories to scan through new publications in my field.

i do not much like the new URL format. takes a while to get used to.

I do not really use arXiv for search and citations but only for downloading

articles. What I like about arXiv is that updated versions of the preprints

often contain less misprints/mistakes in equations than their journal

counterparts. Moreover, common numbering for essentially all the 

articles that I am interested in helps me very much in organizing

my private library. Another nice thing about arXiv is that source files

of the preprints are available, which allows me to search for key

words by just editing the main text file. This is much more efficient

than any other search. No complaint about arXiv comes to my mind.

I do not use anything else unless compelled to

I do not use it enough to have a useful opinion

I do not use the search engine on ArXiV because each time I tried I did not get what I was 

looking for.

The search engineon SPIRES is better but could be made more user-friendly (eg with an help 

page).

I don`t know

I don't like at all the new changes. The previous set-up was

perfect.  For example, it is now difficult to get a paper from

his identifier -- I now use spires for that.

I dont like introduction part of submitting a paper into arxiv-astro-ph. It should be open. Or 

else the personal joulacy, uncoucerned ness of introducing a new person comes into picture. 

Which is bad. 

I don't like the interface so much, but it works and - in most cases - I do get to the 

information I want pretty quickly.

I don't like the new format much as it is hard to tell the subject class at a  glance. Also the 

search is not very friendly.

Preprint submission is fairly straightforward, but the size limit is annoying in cases where one 

has many figures.

I don't like the new version of arXiv, because it has stopped some services which should be 

contained, for example, the "abs". Besides, I think it is hard to remember the new type of the 

arXiv number in which there is a dot.



I don't like the recent modification to the designation system as you don't know if a paper is 

hep-ph or hep-th

I don't like the search interface.

I don't like the search interface. I don't know why but I don't easily find what I want. I really 

like the daily "new submissions" list by topics.

I don't like to new number systems

I don't use it really so I can't judge...

I find arxiv to be somewhat rigid compared with Spires.

For Spires, I can just type in the author's name and out pops

all papers they have written.  ArXiv can do this too, but I have

to do a more sophisticated search across all subfields the author

might have published in, etc.  Also, SPIRES goes back to 1974

(and is expanding their reach even further back), while ArXiv

origination date is frozen (for hep-th, August 1991).

I find it enough for my opurpose. 

I find it hard to get to a pdf file if I know the Arxiv number these days. On the positive side, 

every paper of interest to me since 1995 is on the Arxiv.

I find the arXiv addictive. It is very user friendly.

I do nt like the recent changes in numbering.

I find the search system a bit unwieldy. I love the completeness of it and speed.

I find the service excellent. I'm not so happy about the new number system, but I guess that's 

a long debate...

I find the user interface for searching a little less simple than that for

spires, although it depends.  I may also just be a little more used to using

spires.

I hat the next browsing interface of the archive where the next and previous link take you to 

the next preprint number and therefore change from a subject class to another. One should be 

able to browse preprint inside a given domain class.

What I like is the rss feed of the archive posting which allow to get the listing of new preprint 

withouth using the poor web interface of the archive

I hate acrobat error

..dll

I hate the new format!!!

I hate the new identifier system - before the April 1st joke, it was easy to identify the category 

of the paper. Also, it was easier to keep track of a single subcategory. Simply go back to the 

old sheme and add a diggit (or use alphanumeric for the last three diggits).

I have mostly used arXiv from SPIRES. It seems fine - efficient, simple to use and very up-to-

date. If I were not already familiar with using SPIRES, then I would probably use arXiv directly 

instead.

I don't know how good arXiv is on older documents (from before arXiv existed), which SPIRES 

I have no big problems with arxiv, the only complaint (and the reason why I use spires for 

searching) is that the search interface feels a bit clunky, having to introduce things in different 

boxes (one for author, another for title, etc.). The one in spires lets me move faster (less 

mouse clicks, I can write everything in the search box using the 'a somebody and t some 

topic' syntax). But even if this was fixed to resemble more spires, the restriction to preprints 

only still makes spires more useful.

I haven't used arXiv enough to form any opinions about it

I just use arXiv for a listing of daily papers

I know what it offers and can find what I need



I least like the ambigous upper size on submissions.  I would prefer a hard cutoff with 

exceptions granted.  When I emailed asking what the upper limit was, I did not get an answer, 

but rather another vague statement about why I should think about ways to reduce my 

submission size.  This was not helpful at all.

I like and use arXiv,but access it through Spires which is useful for other purposes as well

I like arXiv because it is so accessible and comprehensive

I like arXiv for getting the actual text of preprints. 

I like arXiv for his fast submission interface. 

I like arxiv, but it shows only papers from 1991. But I like how arxiv works.

I like best having a robust, fast source of full-text articles.

I like least how sloppy the categories and criteria are; and that sloppiness is enforced through 

an arbitrary, opaque editorial process.

I like best is completeness and ease of access.

I cannot think of anything I don't like, but it has its limitations - a certain rigidity in the search 

and organization.I like daily postings. The interface with spires is also excellent.

It is difficult to find articles in the non-specialized categories like "physics", popular physics 

etc.

i like everything

I like everything about it except one thing: the system seems to have a supernatural sense of 

when the submitter is nervous and up against a deadline.  I suppose that means the user 

interface is not forgiving enough of common, simple mistakes.

I like everything about the arXiv except the new numbering system,

but will presumably get used to that.  

I like everything accept the search interface.

I like everything except the newly introduced changes, whereby they have decoupled the 

subject field (e.g. "hep-ex", "hep-ph" etc) from the numbering scheme.  

I like everything in arXiv. 

I like everything!  It is a wonderful project.

I like everything. The search interface of SPIRES suits me better, but that of arXiv is also fine. 

The best thing is listings of new preprints every day.

I like for a quick appearance of info.

Dislike for the absence of the access to the published versions (in journals)

I like it because I can get papers and preprints as soon as they come out.

I find the interface clumsy and unnatural and the submission procedure labyrinthine.

I like it because:

.- it has the newest information

.- Acess to full text

I like it most as a community project.  It was designed by researcher so the interface is a little 

tricky.  It has up to the minute information about colleagues' work.  

I like it most because I come to know about research work in my scientific community quickly.

Better citation analysis is needed 

I like it the most because I know how to use it.

I like it least because I need a computer to do so.

I like it the most because it covers many topics and not just high-energy physics. 

I like its coverage of `quick report' on daily basis.

I don't feel it needs fancy, user friendly interface, as we can do most of searching etc. with 

other place and I don't believe it is required to arXiv.



I like its daily listings the most. But SPIRES has a better search interface, a more complete 

coverage (including articles from before the 90s), and a very useful citation analysis. 

I like its ease and accessibility

I don't like the fact that it does not alway point you to publication record.

I like its easy access which is very important in research

I like its reliability and ease of use. It has performed a tremendous service to the scientific 

HEP community of making available all relevant work at no cost. 

There is nothing I do not like about arXiv.

I like its simple clean look most and dislike its search form interface most.

I like least the difficulty in finding a clear set of instructions for how to submit my preprints.

I like least the fact that submissions "screw up" the layout by usingnotionally US-size paper 

rather than A4

I like most accessing daily preprints and new ideas put forward.

I like least scientifically imprecise contents of various preprints. In some cases preprints and 

their published versions differ a lot; as also happens in my own works.

I like most arXiv

I like most daily listing for new papers and paper submission feature.

I like least the really unefficient full text search which, comapred to Google is fairly useless.

I like most its currency, and the ease of access to the full source of articles.

I like least the "noise" introduced by tendentious articles which fall outside my area of 

expertise, but inside my area of interest.

I like most that all the articles are available in full without subscription.  I like least that the 

search form is so poor.

I like most that everyone in my field uses it and so it is very easy to find papers on it. I like 

least that it seems to be not fully accessible by google and so one can't search the full text 

easily. (The full text search on the arxiv itself is next to useless.)

I like most that it contains all free submission. 

But I do not use it for searching, as SPIRES links to it, too. 

I like most that it is free and comes every day

I like least, that it is relatively complicated to send

articles to this platform.

I like most that makes informations much faster available, and expensive journals almost 

inevitable. It would be desirable to have some refereeing system on top of it, and a better 

search function.

I like most the "new" and "recent" preprint lists. I like the least the submission size 

I like most the daily listings, which make it possible to keep up-to-date with literature; also 

the catchup facility.

The worst part is the search engine; it is very difficult to make searches using composite 

I like most the ease of use and the universal participation in the field of relativistic heavy ion 

and spin physics.   

I like least the weekend schedule of not distributing submissions after 4:00 p.m. EDT on 

Friday until Monday morning and not distributing weekend submissions until Tuesday morning.  

Most submitters work seven-day weeks in multiple time zones.  I wish that the arXiv were able 

to provide wekeend coverage to avoid the delays in weekend distributions.



I like most the easy availability of full text of essentially all HEP preprints.

I like least the difficulty of performing broad searches for specific topics.

I like most the everyday update. I dont like the latest change on the paper identifier.

I like most the extent and coverage.

Where it needs improvement is citations are very frequently not complete.

For example, a paper can have some 10 more citations listed

on other systems, but they may not be found on Spires.

A case in point is our 1993 paper ( P. S. Joshi and I. H. Dwivedi,

Phys Rev D 47,  5357;  gr-qc 9303037);  many of the citations this

paper has are not entered on spires. 

I plan to send in a list at some stage for correction, however, for 

future if some thing can be devised to take care of these, that will

be very nice. Thanks.

not entered on 

I like most the fact that full text of everything on the arxiv is always available.

I like least the fact that the search and citation databases are not as useful as spires in 

general.

I like most the fact that I can find a preprint on just about any topic of interest to me, even 

years later. I like least some of the computing platform preferences and policies ("attitudes"), 

although Mac-friendliness has much improved lately.

I like most the possibility the arXiv creates to make one's own work 

public to a wide audience of experts prior to publication in a journal

and also to keep up to date with developments in the field (particle physics).

I like most the possibility to search a large massive of papers using keywords, though the 

search interface is poorer that of SPIRES.

I like most the possibilityof getting the lates preprints.

No major complaints about the rest

I like most the regular updates, time stamping of articles and ease of citation.

I like most the simple fact that arXiv exists at all. If it didn't exist we wouldn't have access to 

the new preprints every day. Also you would have to go to the appropriate journals to read the 

articles after they are published.

The search facilities are not so good. If you vaguely remember having read an article about 

some topic but you don't know the name of the author, title etc. then it can be difficult to find 

i like most: arxiv presents new e prints of my interests daily

I like most: virtually all relevant papers in HEP and mathematics since the early nineties.

I like the least: Not a good way to search for relevant scientific information.

I like mostly the fresh  preprints and the possibility to survey of  works in real time.

I don't like its incompleteness  as comared with SPIRES

I like subscribing to get daily updates of hep-ex and hep-ph.  I don't use the arXiv search 

facilities, and only rarely use their index.  Once something is posted I tend to use SPIRES to 



I like that arXiv makes it easy to view the latest submissions by subject matter and to perform 

a catchup search for submissions.  

I dislike that arXiv combines theoretical and observational astrophysics, which makes the astro-

ph daily submission list lengthy.  I dislike (relative SPIRES) that arXiv does not have a direct 

link to the published article for published submissions.  I would like if arXiv had a citation 

analysis.    

I like that I can print out papers.

I usually use SPIRES to find the papers and then print them from the arXiv.

I like that if they have an article, I can access the full text without leaving the site. I dislike 

the 1994 date cutoff on articles. If they would link to SPIRES for anything before 1994, that 

would be fantastic.

I like that in general it works properly and fits HEP physicists needs. I do not like the new 

submission policy.

I like that it has the articles I need.  I hate the search capability.

I like that it is accessible for everyone but it is not as complete as the SPIRES.

I like that it is free and on-line. I don't like that it takes me longer to find what I want 

I like that it is timely, I dislike the incompleteness of citations linked through SPIRES. 

I like that most preprints of our field are indeed to be found there

I do not like that searching through categories often is not successful

I like the  fact that arXiv updates every day with new material and that everything is free and 

publicly available.  I REALLY like that fact that you can download the source .tex  and figure 

files for any paper you want.  I don't like the new numbering system (just adding a new digit 

to the old system would have been MUCH better) and I find that searching for old papers is a 

little unpleasant, which is why I use spires to search for old papers and only use the arXiv for 

the daily posting of new papers. 

I like the accessibility. I don´t like the  search accuracy.

I like the availability and ease of the arXiv.  I dislike the inability to customize the site and 

place comments or notes with a paper as well as categorize them as I see fit.

I like the availability of almost everything published in recent years.

Search is not as user friendly as spire (at least the last time I checked a while ago) 

I like the breadth and accessibility of the arXiv. It covers almost all of the subject areas that I 

am interested in, updates regularly, and is easy to access from anywhere.

I don't think the new identifiers were enough of a change. There are several subject areas, 

such as astro-ph, that would benefit from being split into more targeted sub-categories.

I like the coverage, speed, and reliability.  I dislike the fact that the information cannot be 

accessed in a manner suitable for automation.  In the past I have written reviews and wrote 

automatic retrieval programs to get abstracts for papers that reference key papers in the field 

(trying to respect the bot rules, of course).  Neither the arXiv nor SPIRES makes this 

particularly easy as the results are formatted in html for a user interface, which requires one 

to parse the html.  If there was an option to retrieve results in XML or as a web service that 

would make it easier to do sophisticated and useful searches on the database.  It would use 

more bandwidth, but less than individuals going through each reference manually.

I like the daily disctribution most.

I like the daily mailing the most. And I do not like the searching interface of the arxiv.

I like the daily postings of new preprints the most, reading 

which has become the universal early morning activity of every HEP theorist.

There is not much to dislike about the arXiv, although if pushed I would say that the search 

interface on the arXiv does not appear to be anywhere near as efficient and comprehensive as 

SPIRES.



I like the ease of access. I greatly dislike the new numbering system, which is totally 

ridiculous because it no longer identifies the archive. A real step backwards, for no reason.

i like the easy access, the search for specific subjects are not good

I like the everyday information.

I do not like that I cannot find papers or information older than 1991.

I like the existence itself of the database.

I do not like that the citation facilities is very limited for articles that are not "topcited".

I like the fact it collects all papers in my and other related subjects.

I like the fact that almost all new papers in my field can be found there every day

I do not like the fact that there are too many citation tools there and in spires, so that people 

focus too much on them, these are dangerous tools for many reasons

I like the fact that arXiv exists!  The search tools on SPIRES are much better and include 

arXiv, so SPIRES is my main tool even with the paper is on arXiv.

I like the fact that arXiv provides free access for all.

I dislike its incompleteness and part of its search interface:

* In http://fr.arxiv.org/form/astro-ph? if you put a name and click return, it does not search 

for that name. You must actually click Find instead.

* It seems impossible to search old preprints field/nnnnnnnn without explicitly typing the field.

I like the fact that I can access the full-text version for all the papers. I dont like the fact that 

the older papers (i.e. before 1994 or so) are not accessible through the arxives.

I like the fact that I can get newly written articles and keep up to date on a given topic. 

I do not like the new numbering system at all.

I like the fact that it exists...

The user interface isn't the most intuitive.

I like the fact that it has become the de facto repository for preprints: every relevant preprint 

appears there.  I dislike the fact that the UK mirror does not keep PDFs and these need to be 

redistilled.  I end up using a lot of transatlantic bandwidth in order to save time.  The 

submission interface

could be nicer, with a fuller TeX distribution.  This could be said of many journals.

I like the fact that it's free and efficient.

The mailing lists and other tools are useful.

The citations statistics and hyperlinks.

I do not have a particular aspect that I don't like.

I like the fact that the arXiv makes research into a "level-playing field" especially for people 

from the developing and under-developed world.

I have no complaints about the arXiv of any kind.

I like the fact that the arXiv makes the full text available.  I feel that it is somewhat more 

difficult to find things using the arXiv search facility than SPIRES facility (see 1b).  

I assume that Submission interface refers to the interface for submitting papers to the arXiv.  

I have great difficulty with that.

I never use Citation analysis in the arXiv so I cannot comment on it.



I like the fact that you can immediately go to a specific paper if yoiu know the preprint 

number, without even using the search interface, by typing in the URL.

I don't like the fact that its searching facility is crude.

I like the form interface

I like the full search form most.

The inability to use boolean qualifiers in the search box at the top of each page is what I like 

least.

Others tell me that the inability to dynamically add upload form elements on the upload page 

I like the full text availability. I would improve the depth of coverage. 

I like the least the new "feature" that only 50 of the last days posts are printed in one page. 

This only creates annoyance and does not help in any way. Every browser nowadays is cabaple 

of  printing any amount of pure text, and it does not clog the bandwith. This is the reason I no 

longer use the arXiv.org main page but use my own quick link where the limit is circumvented.

I like the most having the submitted papers of a day in one place.

I would prefer a text interface rather than all the buttons.

I like the most that i find something

I like the least that the interface drives me nuts

I like the most the ability to find new articles/preprints really easily.

The search engine is a bit user unfriendly in my opinion, I like the one at SPIRES best

I like the most the automatic notification of submitted preprints, the least the search system

I like the most the availability of full text, sources etc.

I like the most the clear classification between subjects. 

I like the least the submission interface. 

I like the most the day-by-day update on HEP preprints and the easy access

to preprints.

I like the least the fact that it does not contain any information on 

article/preprints which have not been submitted to arXiv

I like the most the easy way of retrieving of the existing text.

I lke the least that such a suitable engine does not cover the text earlier than 1992

I like the most the fact that it is well established world-wide database to which one can safely 

submit ones work. I do not like the fact that arxiv.org is very slow in updating the number of 

citations and downloads for some authors(which can be easily cheked(proved) by looking at 

the same paper and responces to its submission at Smithsonian/Nasa ads)

I like the most the fact that one can find practically every article one wants since 1992.

I like the least the support pages: they have rarely be useful for me when I had a problem 

with arXiv.

I like the most the posibility of free scientific content.

the least i like the search interface

I like the most the possibility of receiving every day by e-mail the list of new papers (and 

corresponding abstracts) submitted on the arXiv.

Probably, the search system of the arXiv is what I like the least.

I like the most was the unified place where you can find preprints. 

The least is the download of source files in the last since April 2007, now it is a mess to find 

isolates figures. 



I like the most: 1- highly updated, 2- access to full text articles

I like th least: 2- Not very user friendly, especially the search features 2- Search results are 

usually incomplete 3- Not a nice, modern page design    

I like the most: Daily preprint posting

I like the least: Search interface

I like the openess of arxiv.

I like the professional way

  I dislike the moderate filter that use

  not necessary criteria to refute cross-link

  I dislike the present missing of citetion

   that previously was related to abstract

  I dislike the new form respect the old one

I like the quick access to full text for preprints. The search is not so great.. 

I like the speed with which I can access the full text of preprints.

I don't like the versions system: people shouldn't be allowed to have more than two versions - 

preprint and published.

I like the systematic coverages of the subjects in arXiv.

In its present form I donot like the tag 'hep-th' or 'gr-qc' or 'hep-ph' etc removed from the 

numbers!

I like the updated preprint provided everyday, but the searching function is too poor

I like the user friendliness of arXiv the most.

I like the search interfact of arXiv the least.

I like to get the latest information, but there are some problems in submission process

I like to have access to preprints as sooon as they get out. 

The seacrh facilities are not as good as they could be. 

I like very much the completeness. 

I don't like the lack of possibility to search a paper by its arXiV number 

[maybe I have not yet found out how to do this...]

I lke that it is very easy to be utilized. 

I don not like that it does not cover alle the pubblications.

I look at arXive every day first thing in the morning and no other thing. With a cup of coffee. 

That has been my routine since 1992.

I love the RSS feeds.  Make them better.

The search is hard to use and not that great.  I would like it if papers were rated and had 

comments.  I'm not that fond of the new system for submitting papers.  I submitted several 

before the new system was implemented, but now I'm not approved anymore?

On the other hand searching for things in specific fields is great and cuts down the clutter.  

Everyone posts things to arXiv, so I know it's there.

I miss the old Form Interface where I could type in a preprint number to retrieve a preprint 

whose arXiv-number I know.

Now its easier to do this in Spires (find eprint ...), which is kind of stupid.

What I like the most about arXiv, is that it gives free access to preprints.



I miss the search by preprint number which was available before. It was much easier to access 

the required information.

I most dislike the missing hep-ph etc component of names  of eprints

under the new labelling system

I most like the access to new work even though I am at a small institution

with a crummy library.

I most like having the ability to browse through the subsections (i.e., hep-ph) so I can keep 

track of developments in general and not just the ones I was looking for.

What I least like is that my searches tend to cast far wider a net than I intend.  Stronger tools 

for pinpointing searches would be wonderful.

I never heard of it before this survey

I never use it

I normally use Spires.  I don't have enough (recent) experience with arXiv to report on its 

merits and deficiencies.

I post all my preprints here.  I only post articles being submitted to journals.  I do not post 

talks, lecture notes, etc., and I am not interested in seeing others do so.

I really dont like ArXives, I just use it because I would like to check the daily list of papers. 

I think that the changes of codes of March could have been done in a more clever way

I regularly read papers from arXiv, typically because someone sends me the URL - whenever I 

used its search facilities, it worked well - but I can't remember ever having found a paper 

there that I did not find also via Google.

I strongly hope that s system/method to distinguish authors with the same family name and 

the same initial for the give name exactly is developed. A kind of author code system may 

have to be introduced.

I think arXiv is a great invention that promotes free access to knowledge. Without it, scientists 

in poorer countries could hardly participate in scientific progress.

I do not consider the recent change of e-print identifiers luckiest, I prefered identifiers that 

were giving direct information on the arXiv section (like hep-ph/yymmnnn). But maybe one 

has to get accustomed to the new scheme.

I think arXiv is phantastic.

I think it is the right way to commnicate science

I think of arXiv as a big bag of papers- it's not a database so much as a file system. The 

interface is clumsy, and the search engine is unreliable. The submission system does not 

handle the variety of graphic and Latex formats it should.

I think the problem with the arXiv is the interface, 

which is obsolete and unfriendly

I think there should be a comment section, open to the public, for articles released within, say, 

the last 3 months.

I use arXiv daily to check new submissions, it's a hugely valuable service in this respect. I do 

*not* use it for archive searches, the interface has too many choices and it is much faster and 

easier for me to use SPIRES.

I use arXiv for submitting my own preprints. For that, it is great. For searching, I find SPIRES 

to be more user-friendly.

I use arXiv mainly for the new and/or recent submissions search which is unique.

ArXiv has a user unfriendly search tool and I would also like it provide a citation analysis 



I use arXiv to get the source.  This is very useful sometimes.  I always have trouble searching 

through their interface.  I use Spires to get the archive number and then I can find what I 

need on the arXiv.

I use arXiv to read (or see) the new submissions, and usually I do not use the other sevices. 

My opinion about arXiv: It is great it exists!!!!

i use essentially the subscribe option

good points:

i enjoy receiving the daily mail and reading it,

its format is easy to read.

bad points:  arxiv is too strict sometimes about

acceptation of preprints in the field chosen by the submitter.

generally the submitter has good reason to choose a field and 

the cross-listings of his paper, and i had once a bad experience with arxiv refusing the choice 

of the submitter (and imposing

another scheme which was to us not optimal).

I use it mostly to see the new preprints daily. I am not very confortable with the search 

I use it much less than spires or web of science.

I use it not so often.

I use it so rarely that I can hardly judge it.

I use it to look at new postings, read title and author lists, read some abstracts, print a few 

papers.  It works quite well, except that the new format is much less convenient than the 

previous one.  

I use Spires as my primary source, however when requesting an abtract or full text, it links 

me in most cases to arXiv. I am still using the arXiv mailserver (receiving a daily mail with 

new preprint titles&abstracts) of arXiv which is indeed an invaluable source of information.

I use the archives mostly for educational purposes ... scanning articles, typically reading the 

abstract and introduction to those I find intriquing.  The coverage is spotty, and article quality 

highly variable.  I would like greater coverage of various subfields and better written articles, 

but would be loathe to see any loss of "freedom" that characterizes the current evolution of 

I use the arXiv for daily listings. I do not use it to search

for articles.

I use the arXiv only to check the new preprint submitted every day and

to submit my own preprints. In this sense I think it is an absolutely necessary

tool for the scientific community (at least in my field).

I like the fact that it exists as a pure archive of preprints, where essentially

all the papers relevant in my field are submitted.

I do not like the "front/end", and the search options.

I use the arXiv to browse the daily listings of new preprints. That is what the arxiv does the 

best.

The only bad thing I have to say about the arxiv is that the new system for numbering the 

I used to use the arXiv to find preprints for which I know the reference, but after they updated 

their system this year, I no longer know how to do this, so I use SPIRES more or less 

exclusively now.



i wish it can recognizes symbols such as =.

I work in paricle physics, quantum field theory, condensed matter physics, network theory and 

modelling social interactions. arXiv covers them all and more, in a way that SPIReS does not, 

for example.

I'd like easyness of use

there is nothing I do not like at all

if I know the hep-ex / number then it is very good otherwise a bit awkward.

If you have the arxiv number its the best of course. Searching something is difficult, no good 

instructions.

I'm not so sure about the rating under 3a. Obviously the depth of coverage and quality of 

content of arxiv is completely dependant on what authors actually submit as papers/preprints 

to arxiv. 

And the rest of the questions you can pretty much answer for yourself, by looking at the 

interface, or doing some comparative timing tests; I'm not sure why you would want 

Immediate, basically daily, access to papers  

improving citation analysis

In arXiv, I like there is a very convenient system of submitting the new texts and a possibility 

to obtain TEX files of the papers. Only disadvantage of arXiv is that it does not allow to find 

the papers which were not submitted as preprints.

In my field, Accelerator Physics, it is not so comprehensive.

In my opinion, the best of ArXiv is the possibility to

find everyday the most recent preprints. The worst

is to find an old paper or preprint (but in this case I

use other systems like SPIRES or Google).

interface is horrible, I keep getting the wrong things

Is a regular source of latest preprints.

Search system could be better.

It brings to my attention many new and latest papers which

I were not on my radar.

Covers only 15 years,  misses many old classics

publication info is notalways up-to-date

It contains all modern references, from multiple fields. Full abstract search.

It contains almost all the papers. In the new version, the publication information is not 

available in the list, actually I like the old version which lists the publication information. 

It does not link to the published version of the papers. It could cross link back to the SPIRES 

entry which would then let one link to the journal.

It generally gives access to high level research work in HEP and related areas.

It gives me access to the full text of preprints and articles, and is fairly complete in the 

subjects of primary interest to me.

it gives us a platform to present the work even before publishing it. This helps the community 

to have a very good interaction. 

It has a more difficult advanced-search interface.

It has all the pre-prints there, we can easyly post there, however I think the search interface 

is alittle bit cubersome.

It has almost all the content I need.

I don't find it so easy to search for and find things, which is why I use SPIRES

It has become standard place where scientists publish their preprints and, most importantly, 

it's free.

It's not the best place where to find old papers and preprints.



it has everything--but it has everything! there is not enough quality control to keep junk out

It has latest papers; some of the groups, e.g. astro-ph, are too large.

It has very complete coverage in my field (gr-qc) over the past 15 years or so. Daily emails of 

new preprints are very useful. 

It is a simple system but the search facilities could be better

It is complete.

However, submission I have found not as easy as it might be.

It is difficult to find articles and preprints if you do not already known the arxiv number. 

The best is that usually one has the full text of preprints.

It is easy for searching by number (e.g. hep-ph/.....)

It can not give articles

it is easy to access to any topic through arxiv

It is easy to find preprints/articles for the last 15 years.

It is essential

It is essentially the only required source for any article since 1991. It is of couse 'buyer 

beware' as there is no substantial form of quality control (but nor should there be). 

It is completely useless for anything priori to 1991, hence my use of SPIRES

It is excellent in general.

I like least two things:

a) it has a monopoly which is dangerous.  For instance, when one strongly disagrees with a 

web-worker's decision per cross-listings, there is no alternative source for preprint publication.

b) it encourages know-nothing and no-thinking bean-counters to use the citation analysis 

which is no substitute for thorough and fair analysis of important scientific matters

It is excellent, but spires since it looks at all arxivs at once and since I am a tad more familiar 

with search terms .... is just a bit faster and more convenient for me. However, this is really 

splitting hairs.  Both are very convenient for searching.

The arXiv system for submitting preprints and the ability to upload from it for sending papers 

to a journal is absolutely essential for me.  Keep it going!

It is free and easily available. Papers can be corrected if they 

have typos. 

it is free and self-regulated; no negative aspects

it is free, easy to use and contains most of the informationin HEP.

It is good for new papers but there is a piece of knowledge, which is not covered properly

It is good for searching by archive number when one has it.

What I don't like is that the journal publication are not live links. Also, there is no way of 

knowing in which cases the latest e-print version is identical to the published version or not.

It is good. I cannot see any problem with it.

It is great for recent papers and not so good for older ones.

I don't think the search strategy is as good as Spires.

It is hard to find articles if one just knows roughly who the author is.  

If one knows the reference it is very easy to download preprint.

It is not easy to find the published version, unless the author

has uploaded the doi information



It is my second choice after SPIRES.

I like that it is open to public, and many times the link from SPIRES that I choose for an article 

is the one in the arxiv.

The daily digest is usually too long, and too broad (specially in astro.ph)

It is not enough sRtructured. Mathematical physics

( e.g. preprints about mathematical problems in string theory without any relation to the 

possible observational effects etc ) is present in the hep-th, 

astro-ph is too large ( from physics of stars to cosmology). 

It is not user friendly. It is nasty. 

It is often difficult to find what I am searching for if I don't already know the specific 

information about the source.  arXiv does contain detailed information, such as ApJ articles, 

which are difficult, if not impossible, to find elsewhere.

It is one of the oldest. and have paper form 1990.  It gives paper in other format as well.

Some times it take too much time to make pdf.

It is really useful. 

It is sometimes difficult to access PDF from a macintosh.

It is the BEST place to check for NEW submissions/post one's preprint to claim priority.

I find its search, archive-retrieval functions unfriendly and slow.

It is the fastest distribution method

nothing to dislike

It is the place where new research findings

are first published, so that it is the standard

place to search for new information. On the

other hand, there are so many papers published

everyday (hep-ph)....

it is there

It is up to date.   

It is used by the vast majority of the people in my fields of interest

Searches only constrained to preprints submitted to the archives

It is user friendly

It is user friendly

It is user friendly and one can get access to the articles directly from anywhere. Even the 

unpublished work can be seen. However we cannot get access to works of all authors as 

everybody does not submit to arXiv

it is user friendly, fast and easy to use, but it is not easy to search using keywords

It is user-friendly, and it is easy to search. the only thing is that there are no electronic 

preprints before 1992, and this is why I often use SPIRES for older papers.

It is very complete, however it's contents can be found easier with SPIRES

It is very convenient for keeping track with recent develoopments (recent preprints)

I don't like the lack of pointers to the published version of the preprints

It is very convenient.

Old papers can not be found.

It is very difficult to add there papers and preprints. They want to add papers from institutions 

it is very topical

it covers only 90 +.it should also cover 1985 papers for authors

it si not very user friendly for search but it is a lot for submission 

It used to be difficult to get a preprint if you had the number (maybe not anymore)



It used to be possible to type in the "report number" of the article and the full article would be 

retrieved immediately, but recently this hasn't been working.

It works

It works great, I have no issues

It would take a few articles to do justice to the historical role of arXiv in the evolution of 

scientific information mediation. I agree with the articles posted on the arXiv webpage.

The speed, freedom and availability of published research results is by far the most important 

contribution of arXiv. Everything else is of course desirable and deserves our appreciation, but 

it is of secondary importance.

It´s dificult to find somethig in arxiv but it have a good depth of coverage.

its a standard platform to upload articles; its like a daily newspaper to be read in the morning 

to see whats going on.

The search form is horrible. I stopped using it.

Its accuracy and speed.

its completeness -- almost everything is there

Its coverage is so broad, it is an indispensable tool.  However, its greatest disadvantage in my 

mind is that it contains so much "noise"--low-quality and often mistaken papers.

It's easy to get the latest preprint and get a preprint with Arxiv number. I like them most. 

The latest version of ArXiV is awful, I dislike it. 

Its easy to get what you want.

Of late, to know the papers cited by an article, you need to download the full text. This was 

not the case earlier. I prefer teh earlier way.

its existance -- excellent way of storing and accessing preprints, especially new ones every 

day (I mostly use it for that and access stored preprints through SPIRES).

It's fantastic in general. Only slight complaint is that the search interface could be improved.

It's fast, and standard.  But it's run by Ginsparg who doesn't care to make it very user-

friendly.  It's fine, i go to Spires when i want a more helpful system.

It's free and light.

The search option is limited, and covers only arXiv preprints.

it's free

the search feature is not easy to use, and sometimes only the first author is found, not the 

other authors in the author list

It's free! It's simple to use. It's wonderful.

But I'm not keen on the new numbering format. Partly because I fear change, mostly because 

it is harder to find what I want.

It's free!! 

It's free, and covers a wide variety of subjects and disciplines.

It's not the most user friendly of systems - with the new referencing style, the ABS link has 

either disappeared or doesn't work properly... this was my chief method of obtaining articles I 

its free, ease of use, and amount of information

i dont like the new numbering system, and that is not straght forward to find preprints by the 

eprint number it used to be rally easy, because of that i've started using spires more often

It's got the papers! No substantial complaints. The cross-citation searching which is available 

in SPIRES, which is extremely useful is of course not there; but as SPIRES does this anyway, 

they dovetail nicely together. SPIRES is a great search engine. No need to change the way 

things work - it's great.



its just good

Its over all  and regular services. 

Its so massive, pick a subject and a ton of information and charts are at your finger tips. The 

preprints are so easy to understand I wish I had this in school. Even subjects I dont study 

regularly are easy to follow. Whats there not to like about arXiv. If your interested in learning 

It's there, it's fast.

The search could be a lot more full featured.

It's very convenient to find the recently submitted preprints

I've found very interesting works there.

just ok.

latest preprints ordered by subject

least - webpage is very bad

least 

search tools fairly minimal

Least

Always requires black magic to submit a long paper. 

Most

Still allows mavericks to publish (within reason)

least" user-interface cumbersome compared to SPIRES

Least: Different subjects are listed separately.

Most: Everything else

Least: Does not give link to journal published article

Most: Depth of coverage

least: moderators 

an archive should not replace a refereed journal.

arXiv is useful to see daily preprints, after that it's just useless.

It's too bad that there is no real independent alternative.

least: narrowness 

most: narrowness for very specific info

Least: new naming system

least: no publications

most: ?

Least: old papers which cannot be compiled any more. 

Least: recent submissions in hep-th are easily available only for the last five days.

Least: Searc

least: search interface

most: complete, up to date

least: search, most: email summary

least: the fact that it does not contain literature appeared before 1992, which makes spires 

essential

i really never use it directly, only via spires

least: the new arXiv listing



least: the new identifier system. it doesn't distinguish different subjects, i hate it.

The search of Asian authors is PURE GARBAGE!!! IT DOES NOT WORK!!!!!!

most: the old identifier system. 

least: unfriendly comments to users

most: accessible

Least:

1 - The slightly cryptic "new, recent, find, abs" links confused me for a while. It seems that 

has been changed to contain only new, recent and find now which is less confusing. The 

problem with this is that there is now no facility to search for the arxiv reference number (e.g. 

astro-ph/#######) and I used to use this all the time (this was the "abs" search link 

mentioned above that seems to have been discontinued).

2 - The fact that figures can only be of a very small file size means that many (I could almost 

say "most") papers I access have the figures degraded in quality to such a degree that they 

are effectively useless. This should be addressed as the figures are virtually always an 

important part of understanding the content of the paper.

Otherwise I like the arxiv site immensely.

lest: not able to search for papers by free text

most: comprehensive

Like -- `new` is revised every week day

Dislike -- LaTeX compiler sometimes does not work well, e.g. submission error or unwanted 

values of margin.

like - The easy way to dind full text preprints

dislike - the poor search engine

like : easy access to preprints

dislike : not very user-friendly webpage

like all , perhaps the old format (before recent change) was better

Like best: it is free and open

Like convenience, ease of use, ease to get hardcopy

No particular dislikes

Like ease of use.

Like it as it makes full articles easiy available but it is not always user friendly.

Like its simplicity and completeness;

and least like its search engine (it's not nearly as good as spires)

Like least: can't find records of old papers

Like most: can search abstracts

Like least: The search functions have become more cumbersome to use

Like most: The democratization of scientific information -- anyone, anywhere with internet 

access can use this service.

Like most  --- the coverage and ability to get the full text

least --- search interface

Like most - daily updates

Like least - search engine

Like most - Easy to find all of an author's work, or all the work in a specific (narrow) field

Like least - difficult to navigate to some areas, eg submission interface

Like most - has most of the papers. 

Like least - sometimes hard to pin down an author with either common name or 

name with (say) umlauts.



Like most access to the source including figures.

like most that it is easy to use and has the full text, at least in most cases

like most the fact that it is quite complete

like least the search interface

Like most:  the daily list of recently submitted preprints.

Dislike most:  difficult to search

Like most: Catchup

Like least: Need better searching in full text and display of results

Like most: cited by, refers to option. abstract search function, trackback listing

Like the least: submission interface very unclearly linked to at front page, no search results for 

non-arxiv articles (not even titles, can that be incorporated via SPIRES?), no latex bib entries 

to copy+paste (so I always have to go via SPIRES)

Particularly annoying: Increasing amount of 'comment to reply to comment to xxx' articles. 

Consider allowing reviews/comments to articles (e.g. similarly to amazon.com) 

Like most: complete.

Like least: search accuracy

Like most: completeness

least submission

Like most: coverage and record of most recent work/research in the field, downloading articles 

of interest

Like least: Reference to journals where published, the recently introduced system of 

sponsorship for submission/ arXiv submission procedure

Like most: daily preprints.

Like least: submission not very convenient, especially for resubmissions when not all of the 

files need to be revised 

Like most: ease of use and its completeness concerning all recent HEP papers

Like the least: some titles and abstract have not been cleaned of their TeX or LaTeX 

commands. Maybe an automatic tool could warn the person submitting the preprint that such 

TeX sequences have not been removed?

Like most: excellent coverage of new articles.

Like least: the horrible new preprint numbering system.

Like most: freely accesible, new entries can be followed every day.

Like most: it is by now the standard forum for posting scientific work in the area of HEP.

Like least: Not enough user friendly, not many options (citation analysis, counting 

downloads/viewings of an article etc)

Like most: its existence!

Like least: the recent change of numbering scheme in which the field is no longer immediatly 

apparent!

Like most: quick access to the most recent research

Like most: universality, i.e. all new preprints in HEP are there

Like least: submission is unnecessarily picky, especially about large figures

Like most: up-to-date information. Least: the interface, not easy to use.



like most:

- e-mail notification of new preprints

- easy access to fulltext in postscript and pdf

like most; layout of the subjectson the front page.

Like the flexibility and speed

like the most new submissions

like the most, as a place to submit

like the most: easy access to abstract, full text, source; versioning system

like the least: search interface (but I always use Spires to search)

Like the most: excellent open-access collection of hep-ph preprints.

Like the least: search feature in arXiv is not so easy to use; I use SPIRES instead for 

searching and then click back through to arXiv.  They work well together.

like the most: I do not need to carry around print-outs when

travelling!

like the least: search interface is really of low-tech. 

Like the most: It has everything one wants in particle theory since 1991, for free, 

instantaneously, no passwords or hoops to jump through.

Like the least: It has become overused, but I don't think it's something arXiv can solve.

Like the most: It provides the text of all papers.

Like the least: It covers a limited period of time.

like the most: new submissions

like the most: simplicity

like the least: search engine is usually slow.

Like the most: the most up to date source, good for looking at new preprints.

The least: not as user friendly as SPIRES for searching older papers.

like the openness.. but not a good search engine like spires. arXiv does not have records of 

older preprints which spires have. Also does not like the new numbering system of arXiv. 

Like:  deep resources.

Dislike: search capability not as straightforward as SPIRES

like: allows me to browse, sends me the abstracts of newest preprints

dislike: problems downloading, refusing ps-files with fonts in etc.

like: daily listing 

dislike: recent changes that cause not all daily changes to appear automatically on one page

Like: daily load of new preprints

Not like: the new numbering introduced 01/04/07

like: easy

but you try to compartmentalize too much

Like: free access to high quality material.

Dislike: Bossy and opinionated admin pages.

like: freely accessible from anywhere, access to source

dislike: the new interface



Like: I can get the full articles. They store all the papers and preprints. Sometimes they are 

useful to get papers even after publication, when typically other web sources remove the 

preprint.

Dislike: "Bare bones" quality and feel of web site and its search engines. Not easy to even pick 

LIKE: it can search from the hep-th and the math groups

DISLIKE: it does not search cond-mat for citation and cond-mat articles unless it is cross-

listed to hep-th.

Like: the most up-to-date source of information. Daily summaries.

Dislike: Search functionality is very limited; search by title is next to impossible, unless the 

exact title is known. The new numbering system clashes with the old one. The new interface 

removed convenience of immediately accessing the paper by its hep-xx number.

like: very comprehensive list of preprints

dislike: not easy to find articles, confusing to submit preprints

Liked: Simple form interface to search

DISLIKED: I could not search articles using a keyword only and not with author.

like--It has the most recent results.

dislike--It excludes new ideas and unknown researchers.

Likes:  that it exists---all preprints, some theses and other unpublished reports, and copies of 

published papers that are hard to get electronically from their publisher, are on the site.  It's 

hard to imagine doing physics without arXiv.

Dislikes: it used to be that one could only get a certain number of preprints per page for a 

given month, and it took multiple clicks to get to #345.  That's improved.

Limited search options (difficult to search simultaneously in math and physics archives). 

Citation analysis has improved with the links to spires and citebase. 

lists new papers everyday, free eprints - can't live without it

search not so great

lonk to published version

lot of paper, available from anywhere. 

m!ost: 

 the system is fast and provides the newst preprints every day

and is easy to handle!

least:

intransparent policies on submissions, 

too powerful, has practically a monopoly on preprint publishing (and really: nobody reads 

journals these days).

it seems that one single person (p.g.)  can decide if you  preprint appears or not. this does not 

seems acceptable!

although there is little (but hot zero) evidence for the misuse

of this powerful position so far.

Makes preprints accessible quick and easy.

Not easy to search if you know the reference, slow



Makes your results immediately available to the public.

It is getting more difficult with time making searches.

Many articles are available

it is not very easy use if one does not know to arXiv number

More articles

more available full text, more innovative and fresh ideas,

but it needs more access to older data

Most         Access to full text

Least        Citation analysis

most - access to full text preprints

least - difficult search engine

Most - access to full text

Least - interface

Most - Access to full text

Least - Search Accuracy

most - comprehensive coverage

least - the somewhat self-righteous verbiage that issues forth from time to time

most - convenient

least - nothing

Most -- delivery of new articles to my email.

Least -- the results of the search algorithm are usually not what I want. Searching on 

most - Ease of use, 

least - Lack of good citation information

Most - Easy access to a large number of papers

Least - Search facility could be improved

Most - effecient, effective, access to full text in open formats (LaTeX, PDF), easy to search, 

easy to reference, easy to provide hyperlinks and embed hyperlinks in papers

Least - cumbersome and dated user interface which clearly very little effort was put into even 

when it was created, some appearance of clearly insane or crackpot material which dilutes the 

Most - fast and easy.

Least - new view since Apr1/2007, no abstract button in the list,

difficult to open eprint with known number. Before this was under 'abstr' link with small 

window asking eprint number.

most - getting the daily list of submitted papers

least - the submission procedure

Most - indexing system makes it easy to find references

Least - difficult to search for technical terms like U(N) or CP^(N).

most - new papers

least - no old links

Most -- Preprints come to my computer.

Least -- Submission/replace of preprint process is contrived. 

               Also, the search accuracy is bad.

most - rapid communication, always up to date

least - difficult to access



Most - repository 

Least -  search interface

Most - see answers to Q1b

Least - older articles of course absent.

most - simplicity, diversity

least - sometimes lack of text (only reference), some mirror pages do not work

most - that it exists. It's certainly the single most valuable online resource for high-energy 

physics.

least - search engine is kind of clunky. For someone used to command line flexibility the 

Most - the daily abstract service.

I can't think of anything I like least - I don't use it often to search and there's nothing that 

stands out in my mind as being irritating.

most - the fact that it makes current research immediately available

least - i can't always find what i want, and usually things i can't find on the arxiv are found by 

spires.

most : depth of content. its a treasure.

least : citation analysis is poor also, not as user friendly as spires. 

Most : I never had to go back to the library to search for the journals.

Least : Search criteria. Searching terms like SU(2), T^n and lack of independent citation 

Most : I'm sure I'll find the preprint I want there.

Least : I usually want the published paper and not the preprint ;-)  I also often have to do 

more complex searches.

Most = new preprints updated daily

Least = nothing much

Most Access to full text

Least Search Accuracy

most -accessibility

least - many poor quality papers

Most article I need are there. No old papers.

Most Depth of Coverage

Least Access to Full Text

most i like the search results and option therein..

worst is the search interface

MOST IMPORTANT: daily listings of new papers, also sent by email, also

full text available, including source code

most like - free approach to the text, quick response

most like - interface

least - downloading with  browser  only

Most Like :- Its versatility

Least LIKE:- Design

Most like: Convenience

Least like: Excessive submissions of oral presentations at conferences

Most liked: Very reliable. Least liked: No useful citation engine

Most preprints of interest end up there quickly, and the source is available for most of them so 

one can access original figures, etc.



most that I receive a daily email with all the new preprints

least that some of the useful features are hidden in tiny links at the bottom of the webpages

most- the way names of authors are linked.

least- the citation analysis

most up to date, except for some authors who don't post or post after acceptance.

search for my name is wrong (I have two parts in it, and I have to use the second part to find 

my papers); authorship for submissions through HAL not recognized

Most useful feature of arXiv is to look through recent papers (e.g. teh papers submitted in teh 

past week).

Worst feature is that the search features are clumsy and not at all user friednly. SPIRES is so 

greatly superior for searching.

most- weekly new listings service

least --too many repetitive postings of conference talks with little new content

most:  Access to full text

least: Citation analysis

most:  availability in many formats

least:  not efficient 

Most: - common submission server for all HEP preprints

          - daily email on new preprints

Least: Don't know

Most:  comprehensive coverage of most of the fields I am interested in

Least: it would be good to have some sort of filter to help me pick out what I'm interested in 

from the flood of daily postings

Most:  Daily lists of new preprints.

Least:  Can't save preferences; clumsy to search with; arXiv is not a complete listing, only 

articles submitted to it; since articles aren't refereed, it would be nice to have a ranking 

Most:  daily mailing of the most recent postings to astro-ph.

Least:  the search engine could be more general.

most:  full text availablity, speed of availability

least:  searching

Most:  Huge variety of papers.

Least: Any quack can submit anything they want.

Most:  immediate dissemination of papers

Least:  seach is not as easy as SPIRES

Most:  Its existence!!

Not all libraries have all journals, so it's nice to get the papers off the arXiv.  Also, it's a 

preprint service, so for authors you know in subjects you follow, it means that you don't need 

to wait for publication.

Least:  It's search interface.  I almost never use it, it's too frustrating.

Most:  keeps us free of Elsevier.

Least: after recent update on the numbering scheme, the integration with SPIRES is still 

broken.  Otherwise none

MOST:  Philosophy, accessibility.

LEAST:  Search facility often frustrating, even after having utilized it for 10 years.

Most:  That is where all the content is.   For the day's submissions, it is the only place to go; 

although SPIRES harvests them quite quickly now.

Least:  Prickly user interface.



Most:  Up-to-dateness and access to full-text from anywhere.

Least:  No author names in the RSS feeds.

Most:  user friendliness

Most:  very easy to get papers when you know the arXiv reference

Least:  I have difficult getting what I want from searches

most: 

least: search capabilities

most: 

least: 

Most: "instant" access to new papers

most: {all format, bibtex, new articles} available

least: {search engine}

most: ability to see preprints

least: basic interface

Most: Access to a basically complete list of sufficiently recent articles (say >1994) in hep and 

mathematical physics for free and from everywhere

Least: The search interface could be more user friendly. Frequently name searches do not lead 

to the results I would like to see because I always forget where to put the first name and in 

which form. Why are there different mailing lists for physics, math, non-linear physics? 

Most: access to full preprint

Least: there is no access to published papers. 

most: access to full text of articles

least: limited search capability

Most: access to full text

Least : poor user interface 

most: access to full text

least: search accuracy

most: access to full text, no delay between submission and availability

most: access to full text, several formats available

least: i never remember how to search for a specific preprint for which i have the number

Most: access to full text.

Least: searching.  Perhaps you could apply Google technology to the full text (of PDFs)?  

Google sells specialized computers for this sort of thing that look like NIM crates.  (Probably 

expensive, I know.)

Mid-range: lack of peer review.  I understand that this is the point of pre-prints, but I would 

like to see the HEP community develop a grassroots peer review, and such a movement would 

have the best chance of success if it builds on an established base, like the arXiv.

most: access to full texts

least: search engine

Most: access to many preprints

Least: ????



most: access to original source

least: search interface

most: access to papers in unprotected electronic format

least: finding papers with the new %$%$@# reference format

Most: Access to text

Least: Citation analysis

most: access to very up-to-date research

most: access to source

least: submitting stuff can be a pain. But better this than no access to source, links etc.

most: accessibility

least: 1) if u send a paper on saturday, it appears on tuesday

         2) the new funny numbers, which are no more divided  into subjects (ex hep-th, hep-

ph, etc...)

Most: accessibilty and used by most authors

Least: searcg interface should be more flexible (e.g. like google)

most: all articles stored in one place

least: user interface not very comfortable

Most: all formats available (ps, pdf, src).

Least: it's huge.

Most: all papers are available and easily accessible

The search functions (I prefer Spires or Google for that)

most: all papers are totally free access

least: nothing, it is excellent

Most: all the new information is available in a daily digest and roughly sorted by subject.

Least: I find the search interface clumsy.

most: arXiv itself, unlimited sharing of science

least: search, internal structure (still) in need of (further) streamlining

most: availability of many formats (pdf, ps, dvi, source)

least: The very useful search engine available at the US-arXiv site is unfortunately not 

available at the national sites  

Most: availability of preprint, papers appear "immediately"

Least: not popular in all fields, many papers are junk, bad search function

most: availability

least: n/a

Most: Availability

Least: That it is not refereed.

Most: best place to put preprints with no other competitors

Least: file size limitation is artificially low for papers that contain figures with real data.

Most: breadth of content

Least: search interface

Most: central location where preprints can be found.

Least: searching for specific papers/user interface.

Most: clean interface and organization by subject.

Most: completeness of database

Least: slow, some interface problems



most: completeness

least: not all fields/subcommunities covered

Most: completeness

Least: Search interface

Most: completeness.

Least: the new identifiers.

most: convenient interface for reading preprints on a regular basis

least: the search function which, in my opinion, is not as good as others

most: convenient repository for preprints, day to day info on what's going on

least: sponsor system

Most: convenient to find and download papers (in my main area of interest)

The main disadvantage, however, is that sometimes trying to download more papers for later 

perusal freezes the system and blocks further access.

Least: somewhat clunky when trying to submit papers: didn't accept pdf figures which 

resulted in size problems.

Most: coverage of almost everything relevant to my work since 1992/1993.

Least: author submission helpo/instructions not where I expect to find them (I don't submit 

often enough to have learned this)

Most: coverage of different fileds I am interested in.

Least: 

Most: coverage

Least: interface

most: coverage

least: sometimes automatically changes style files

most: coverage, least: lack of quality control

most: daily access to current research. 

Most: daily access to the newest preprints

Least: the new numbering system, which is a step backwards

most: daily email

least: don't use it for anything else than daily email, so hard to say.

Most: daily e-mails with new preprints

Least: I find it hard to find the submission page, no easy link from the main page

Most: Daily listing of new papers

Least: No citation analysis

most: daily listings of new papers

least: no citations

Most: daily listings

Least: the search system is inferior to SPIRES

Most: daily listings.

Least: user interface.

Most: daily mailing

Least: astro-ph should be divided in subclasses

most: daily mailings of preprints



most: daily preprint listing

least: the search function. I would greatly appreciate some interface like google's or spires, in 

partricular with a convenient option to search the full text. Also, it could be more forgiving in 

the syntax of your search entry (where do I put the first name??)

and allow combined searches

Most: daily preprints

Least: cannot think of any

Most: daily preprints

Least: complicated submission process

Most: daily updated information about the recently submitted preprints.

Least: rather low speed and rather unfriendly search service.

Most: daily updated.

Least: not easy to submit connections among data bases. The authorship is complicated and it 

does not work all the times properly. I click on my name and shows a set, chick on my name 

(in a different paper) and show a different set of papers.... this is not easy to correct....

most: daily updating system

least: the citation analysis

Most: database aspect - everything is there.

Least: the lookup interface.

Most: Density of topics in HE and QC

Least: There should be a competitor in the European arena

          and that ArXiv should not be the lone superpower

most: depth of coverage in my particular areas of interest.

least: in some respects illogical interface with odd "click"-paths. the sub-archive structure 

under math sometimes makes it extremely difficult to find preprints. finally, the new 

numbering; whereas one could previously infact remember preprints by their respective 

archives & numbers (e.g. hep-th/nnnnxxx), this is now hopeless, and the new numbers ONLY 

Most: does what one expects arXiv to do: repository of preprints

Least: nothing really, does its job good.

Most: ease and the fact it is up-to-date.

Least: that astro-ph is not split up into subcategories

most: ease of use

least: citation analysis

Most: ease to access refs once I know the hep reference

Least: difficulty in doing a full general search - e.g. of an author's name.

Most: easiest way to get recent prepreints.

Least: nothing before 1991 or so.

Most: easy access to each day's new preprints

Least: search function too limited (but not a big problem, since I can use Spires)

Most: Easy access to full text

Least: User friendliness 

most: easy generation of different output formats

least: very difficult to search for certain entries



Most: easy to submit

Least: Search system

Most: easy, free

Least: no pre-1991 papers

Most:- effectiveness in retrieving information

Least: - difficult to perform a search by keywords on a specific subject.

Most: efficient, very fast processing of new scientific preprints. 

Least: not so good search functions. 

Most: Enormous database

Least: Search engine

most: every day paper updating

least: citation search

most: every recent paper is there,

least: old ones are not there

most: everybody use arxiv

least: access denied message for pdf

Most: everything there

Least: pdf are not stored so that google can scan them

most: everything

least: no old preprints

most: excellently user friendly

least: that it does not go back before 1991

most: existence

least: subject search

most: extensive coverage

least: difficulty to find articles -- but maybe I am not familiar enough with its search interfaces

Most: extensive coverage, least the lack of older works. (And also their arbitrary and non-

transparent trackback policy.)

Most: fact it is updated daily and the easy submission interface. 

Least: not friendly search interface and poor citation coverage. 

Most: Fast access to full text of a paper I have reference for.

Least: New preprint numbering system.

Other: I find cross-referencing mostly annoying rather than helpful.

         Would prefer to have the choice of opting out.

Most: fast access to new/recent abstracts. Least: somewhat awkward search interface

most: fast exchange of ideas and full text including tex-sources

least:submission interface and file size limit

most: fast overview about new submissions (daily)

least: bad search options

Most: fast, easy to overview daily listings

Least: the search capabilities are very limited and often produce useless results.

most: fast, fairly complete for HEP preprints,easy to use

least: a lot of entropy is generated & distributed ...

most: fast, good interface, free

least: too much crap, the new numbering system

Most: Feeling of fast development of modern science 

Most: flexibility

Least: some cathegories (like astro-ph) too crowded with articles



most: free access

least: ranking

Most: free and fast access to preprints for which I already have the arxiv reference.

Least: (1) new arxiv numbering scheme.  Removing the category was a very, very bad choice; 

(2) searching is nearly useless, returning either nothing or way too much;[*] (3) no coverage 

of preprint before its inception.

[*] For instance, I just tried to find all hep-ex papers dated 1995 or earlier in arxiv.org using 

the 'find' option on the hep-ex line on the main home page.  I entered '1990' and '1995' in the 

from/to year boxes on the form, hit 'Search', and it told me I had not entered a query!  

most: free and open

least: not as complete as SPIRES

Most: free articles; instant access

Least: searching; poor information about  the article

most: free open access

least: little on accelerators

most: free submission of papers

least: frequent technical problems with submission 

Most: free

quality of papers

Less: Published papers not includes

most: free, easy to use, stable

least: <don't know, in fact> 

Most: free, open system

Least: policies (like new identifiers) are made in an intransparent manner

MOST: Freedom from blodsucking publishing companies.

LEAST: The boss is a bit funny at times :)

Most: Freely available fulltext

least: --

most: full availability of preprints

less: the coverage is limited in time

most: full text access

least: citation

most: full text preprint submission and retrieval, new preprint abstracts available.

least: the missionary administrator, and problems with submission of large figures

most: full text

least: search and citation

Most: full, free, fast access

Least: rudeness of interface

Most: full-text access to all preprints, including LaTeX source download

Least: The message "Automatically trying to create PDF from the papers source..."

most: Full-text availability

least: poor structuring

Most: gets preprints on the web where everyone can see them easily

Least: threats to users in the documentation.



most: hep-ph/new in the morning

least: search poor

Most: I can access articles and preprints even when I'm not at uni, and I don't have to go 

through the university library's ejournal subscription list

Least: Search results don't always include the full range of years/authors that I request

Most: I like very much the split in subject to find new things being prepared for   publication. 

The arXiv has become the standard repository for scientific preprints in most of the research 

domains in physics.

Least: What I didn't like is the citation analysis. Is there one? I never found it...

most: immediacy

least: reluctance to provide usage statistics (only indirectly, not quantified: poor for biliomztric 

purposes)

Most: Immediate availability of all texts in central repository.

Least: Search a bit hard to use

most: it become a standard in my field - apart from old paper, nothing else is needed.

least: poor search function

Most: it does an excellent job of collecting all the preprints; clicking on the arXiv web site is 

the first (working) thing I do in the morning.

Least: one cannot perform search using keywords like SU(3) or so.

Most: It gives mostly the unpublished full-text articles which are not accessible in published 

form.

Most: It has become a standard for submitting preprints

Least: The submission is not that simple, especially when including figures.

(the citation analysis refers to SPIRES)

most: it is 100% free

least: obscure structures and interface

Most: it is absolutely up-to-date

Least: submission is a pain - the problems are often obscure

Most: it is an open system and anyone from a scientific community can post a manuscript or 

an opinion.

Least: the astro-ph archive is not very well structured. There are a lot of new papers in the 

archive every day, while only few of them are interesting for a particular person. Takes a lot of 

time to scan through.

Most: It is free and gives acess to full text.

Least: It is not a true peer-reviewed journal and hence should not be taken at face value 

unless one can also find the paper in a peer reviewed journal.

Most: it is free; it is updated 5/7 days a week; it is the largest database for preprints with full-

text access.

Least: useless for pre-1992 material; sometimes references for published articles are not 

MOST: IT IS THERE AND USED VERY MUCH BY MANY.

LEAST: NO HELP WHEN YOU NEED IT

Most: It is very user-friendly

Least: Excessive cross-listing of papers to unrelated fields



most: it is where the community is.

least: the new index format !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! And worst, its change without the approval 

of the real important users of the system!

Most: It offers an extremely wide range of preprints and published papers at no cost.

Least: The search system is very primitive. I use SPIRES even if I am searching for papers 

only on arXiv.

most: it was the first eprint system and we're used to it

least: nothing

Most: It's a one-stop shop for almost all new preprints and papers in particle physics, so my 

weekly scan keeps me up to date with research in my area.

Least: They've dropped easy access to the abstracts of preprints/papers, so you have to 

download the full file before deciding whether to read it or not

most: its classification according to dates (month, year)

least: it often takes several steps to find what I am looking for

Most: its easy, demicratic, free, fun

Least: It goes back only 15 years...Most: it's essential to the functioning of the field as we know it

Least: lack of transparency on some editorial and general policy decisions (e.g. 

acceptance/rejection of cross-listings seems arbitrary, new foreseen subject classifications for 

HEP have been set out without explanation of the reasons of the structure and during the 

comments stage, criticisms from many colleagues went unanswered, both publicly and 

privately)

Most: It's free and easy to submit to.

Least: Very difficult to find all articles on a specific subject

Most: It's free!

Least: Can't think of anything

Most: it's got all the articles in one place - very convenient

Least: submission is too complicated for the simple task of uploading a file

Most: it's more open than most other systems, it covers most of the literature in my field in 

one system.

Least: relatively large number of low-quality papers, but this is inherent with a preprint 

most: it's quick, up to date, easy to search 

least: sometime slow to display ps or pdf, submission can be painful sometimes, sometimes 

serach by author name does not work for common surnames.

It'll be useful to classify postings by subject more specific than simple astro or hep (say one 

could search by keyword...) 

Most: It's useful for a daily reading of new preprints that are out.

Least: The search interface is not as user-friendly as others, such as Spires.

Most: It's were all the action is :-)

Least: Should link better to referenced and citing articles

MOST: its widely used by vast amount of authors

LEAST: there are primarily preprints, so not all works of others

Most: Listings of new and recent papers

Least: Clunky search interface, doesn't seem to work very well.

Most: lots of articles on HEP

Least: user-friendliness

Most: lots of relevant articles, easy, quick, free.

Least: contains some 'junk' articles which pollute the system.



Most: many physics papers there

Least: citations search 

Most: most recent publication.

Least: corrupted old files unaccesible.

most: new and recent preprints ordered by subject

least: more subject (sub)classes might be needed in order to better handle the increasing 

number of articles

Most: new papers

least: citation analysis

Most: New preprints

Less: Difficult to find articles for a given author

most: new results are published (for free) to the whole community

as soon as they are ready. 

least: ???

Most: newsletter

Least: Search

most: no refereeing

Most: Not replacable by anything else. It is like a morning newspaper with all healines and 

columns and wealth of information. The information is ordered and sorted out in various 

categories. I like it.

Least: The new system introduced since april in arXiv doesn't sound good to me. May be i am 

yet to come to terms with it. If i look at hep-th, the pape numbers are not ordered and this is 

a great disadvantage, at the cost of anything. It is hard to remember paper numbers now. 

Previously, i could tell that a certain two papers written  by Witten and by Sen appeared one 

most: notice the most recent preprints

least: too many errors

Most: Nowadays (almost) every publication appears on the arXiv

as a preprint first!

Least: The search interface. This is much more convenient

in SPIRES.

most: old classification

least: new numbering system

most: only relevant pre-print publication site

least: not direct link to non-arxive submitted papers

most: open access

least: limited coverage

most: open access

least: submission interface is not linked to main page

most: openness

least: new numbering system (understand reason, though)

Most: openness, coverage of the field

Least: clumsy user interface

most: overview on recent and new publications; easy to submit

least: one could improve the syntax for searches

Most: papers are available for free before being published

Least: interface 



most: perfect for keeping an eye on what's going on in a given subject,      and in general. 

least: new format of preprint numbering 

Most: pervasiveness. I have yet to come to a post-2000 article not available there

Least: Cannot search for first author. The ^ operator on ADS is very useful. Really bad for 

bigwigs with 10^6 articles.

Most: Possibility to get fast inforamtion on the most recent works, reports, etc 

on the problems of interest.

Least: In case it is necessary to find concrete works rather fast, arXiV 

is not very convenient; useless in case it is necessary to find information

about old works

Usefulness in the citation analysis: do not have opinion 

Most: possibility to search using keywords in abstracts and full text.

Least: new numbering (absurd and meaningless) and no longer the

reference of the published article available.

Most: Preprints all available for download.

Least: Too many papers to read. Possible pre-filtering according to interests would be nice.

most: prompt information about new preprints

least: 

Most: provides a very general and detailed access to preprints

and articles across fields in physics. The updated format is 

somewhat less useful than the previous one but still my preferred

means of searching. 

Least: not many complaints, submission interface could be

improved somewhat

most: quality and quantity of articles, simple interface

least: no old articles, though it's not arXiv's fault

Most: quality of content

Least: citation analysis

Most: quantity, quality of content

Least: submissiob interface, search accuracy

most: quick search by ref number

least: search dialog

most: rapid availability of preprints

least: nothing before 1992

most: rapid communication of new results

least: search engine very litle user friendly

Most: rapid, comprehensiv, access to content with hyperlinked references and *free* access to 

full text

Least: searching sometimes inaccurate

most: reading papers daily

least: search 

Most: reasonably separated categories.

Least: the default is for only one year.

Most: Refer to point 1b.

Least: Upload of figures is cumbersome

         No certainty that version agrees with

              the published one.



most: reliability - there when you need it

least: downloads often too slow;

     submission interface is overly complex

Most: RSS feed

Least: Won't let pdf download by wget

Most: Simple access to full documents.

Least: Lack of proper review (lots of less interesting material).

most: simple and minimal, therefore efficient and user friendly. many mirror sites

least: lack of citation. reference information

most: simple interface

least: logical structure of help pages is poor

most: simple

least: search routines

Most: Simplicity

Least: Blundering and confusion over classification system

most: size of archive

least: search logic; prefer Spires in that sense

Most: size of community which, potentially, have access to arXiv;

FREE access!

Least: not every work posted is of scientific value.

Most: source access

Least: search organization

most: source files are accessible

least (minor): no direct access to reference in latex as in 

                     Spires

most: speed & ease

least: no `early' papers

Most: standard tool for present-day submissions.

Least: clumsy for searches (but no problem since Spires does 

this perfectly).

Most: submission interface.

Least: restricted to papers submitted to the archive 

most: submission

least: citation search

Most: That it exists at all!

Least: The new reference number format, inflexible searching (like failure to find misspelled 

names)

most: that it exists

least: nothing

Most: that it exists! ArXiv was a major contributor to open research!

Least: I wish something like arXiv existed in the field I now spend most

of my tiime, namely AI in education (intelligent tutoring systems)

Most: That it is a free service that has developed to a standard and is therefore rather 

complete ("a paper not in arXiv does not exist"). Least: That it is not really complete when it 

comes to astrophysics/astronomy, and the rather complicated submissiion procedure.

Most: That it is freely available.



most: that it is so extensive

least: only links to Spires and Citebase for citation analysis

Most: that it's *the* archive

Least: Citation analysis

Most: That it's free, practical, accessible from anywhere and most important: everything is 

there! (from after -93, that is)

most: the access to full text

least: the form to search for something and the procedure to upload

most: the concept; least: doesn't cover the whole of science

Most: the daily summary of new postings.

Most: The day to day appearence of new preprints

Least: ?

Most: the defacto place to find new work

Least: somewhat arbitrary and capricious approach to access.  I have twice received messages 

banning me from the site for no discernable reason

Most: The idea and the community contributions

Least: The lack of community control

most: the impression to be all connected to the same source of information

least: don't know

Most: the instant daily dissemination of knowledge

Don't dislike anything; I haven't thought how it could be improved.

Most: The opportunity to have the latest research available immediately, easily available from 

anywhere in the world.

Most: The reference codes follow a simple, logical recipe.

Least: Searching can lead to many irrelevant hits.

Most: there is always access to the full text. Usually if i'm searching for a paper, I do want to 

read it.

Most: this is THE vehicle for distributing preprints. The least: the search interface. 

most: to be able to check new preprints

least: not to be quite convenient to search references,

         old papers are not covered

          

Most: topics covered

Least: new numeration system

most: Tt's free. It's interface is small, simple, easy-to-use.

least: that they chose the most stupid naming convention for downloaded files even after 

introducing unique 8-digit numbers. That links to mirrors equally stupid (linking to the top 

page) and therfore leave the impression that the user should be criticised not helped. 

Most: up to date

Least: searching is clumsy

Separation in different archives hurts

Most: up to date

Least: queries



most: up to date, formal verification, version tracking

least: cumbersome interface

Most: uploads; daily listings

Least: search interface

Most: up-to-date and nearly complete for new material

Least: the recent change of the web-interface, especially removal of the clickable abstract 

most: up-to-date

least: -

Most: User friendliness, easy to keep track of latest submissions. The Catchup function. 

Sometimes I wish there were short  "breaks", but then others could not submit their papers. 

In any case, I appreciate that ther is no listing on weekends and on some special days.  This 

should be maintained!  

Least: The increasing amount of papers per day. Submissions that directly "attack" other 

submissions and say so in the title or abstract (Typical title: "Response 

to hep-th/...."). The arXive should not degenerate to a discussion forum, there are already 

enough conventional submissions to check every day!

The Tuesday listing is always awfully long due to the weekend break. But I rather have a long 

Tuesday break than listings on weekends.

Most: User friendliness. Least: Doesn't have older papers (not really arxiv's fault, but that's 

the biggest flaw).

most: vastity of coverage of given sectors

least: citation analysis

Most: very complete

Least: search interface/syntax not completely flexible and clear to me 

most: very frequent updates

least: cumbersome research

Most: very quick access to relevant information.

Least: not possible to view the preprints submitted on a given day.

most: weekly mailings of submission abstracts

least: submitting, especially abstract w/o TeX notation

Most: well, it is where everything is.

Least: submission is a bit frightening, worrying about getting it

wrong.

It also is not so good on search functions.

Most: wide coverage

Least: Submission interface

Most: wide HEP coverage.

Least: limited coverage of non-HEP disciplines.

Most: widely used (practically all recent papers are posted there)

Least: size constraints are often unreasonable.

Most:

- Easy search for "new" and "resent" submissions.

- Full text and often source access.

- Unique ID for each paper.

Least:

- Not so flexible search (no keywords, full text)



Most:

finding recent papers (yr>93-94) very easy and quick

least:

finding older papers impossible

most:

availability of papers

papers first availble on arxiv

least:

have to go with user interface, could be better

most:

easy access to full text, summary of new and recent submissions

least:

unsatisfactory implementation of mirror servers (there exists a link to the nearest mirror, but 

it leads to the main site, not the page for the given preprint! trackbacks don't work on 

mirrors),

waiting times for PDF generation (especially on mirror sites) - why not just generate all PDFs 

in advance?

other issues:

bitmapped fonts in default PS files - why not outline fonts?

embedding fonts in PDF makes them easily accessible, but increases the size - for standard 

fonts perhaps unnecessarily,

sometimes annoying formatting of the preprints (such as disregard of typographical rules, 

double spacing, A4/Letter paper format issues) - it would be very useful to provide a 

document class allowing easy, environmentally- and eye-friendly typesetting in two columns 

on a landscape page (emulating this in the printer driver by forcing the printout of two normal 

pages on a single sheet side reduces the font size too much).

most:daily alerts

least: submission

most:eprints on daily basis, least: search facility is worse than SPIRES

Most:Free of charge

Least:nothing?

most_it is beautiful the link to the recent preprints

least_sometimes there are very cited article which are not present in pdf format nor scanned

most> easy access

least> need to re-check the publication data (many missing, some even incorrect). I know it is 

the fault of the authors, and I am one of them.

Most-latest preprints

Least-it does not index texts available in rapidshare and does not

index "old" texts



Mostly I like the immediacy and the guaranteed fulltext

Worst thing is that it does go back beyond the 1990's and is patchy even after that.

most-most people use it to post their preprints

least-new reference numbering system

Must be, but possibly better

Needs comments.  Maybe could use a ranking system.

neutral

never used it

never used it 

New identifier scheme is not very good. Acrobat reader cannot give an automated name if I 

want to save the paper. This is due to new scheme. It used to be perfectly okay..

new interface of arXiv is not attractive .... classifying by subject class was better. Now it is a 

bit messy !!!

new preprints immediately available

New submissions / Recent articles feature.

No citation analysis... that is why I use spires.

No comment

no easy full text search or intelligent filtering. 

Every day one should go through a long list. 

No examples - not user friendly

No old articles.

Some papers are not submmited to the arXive.

no opinion

no particular peeves or raves

not as user friendly as SPIRES

Not aware that one can use it for citation analysis.

Submission interface not the most friendly.

not very wide scope of interest/coverage

not vey friendly front end

nothing particularly positive,

many negative things: very snide response when dealing with them directly; sometimes 

arbitrary obstacles e.g. availability of pdf articles limited by certain types of interface on my 

Nothing specific.

Nothing to speak!

number of articles is not exhaustive.

articles collection is in many cases sufficient.

Obviously, its wonderful to have a central place where all preprints can be stored and easily 

retrieved.  And, its free.  I would personally not be unhappy if the arXiv replaced other physics 

journals; I'm not convinced that we couldn't live without the refereeing process (apart from 

weeding out obvious crackpot  submissions).  Getting past a referee is no guarantee of 

quality; having trouble with a referee is not a sure sign that the article is at  fault.   For 

various purposes (hiring, grants) it is important to have some measure of the impact of an 

individual's contributions, but I think that a citation index is a fair measure this.  At least, I 

don't know of a more objective criterion.

The only minor downside of the arXiv, as a replacement of regular journals, is that published 

versions are usually a bit "prettier"; I like the Phys Rev D format quite a lot, and JHEP just a 

little less.

Old (pre arXiv) papers are not covered

On any subject, I can get many articles and all articles can be opened fully and freely.

Once you know you are looking for something recent you have it

It does not include life time data, understandable  drawback



Only complaint: the new arXiv identifier system (terrible!)

Apart from that: excellent in every respect, indispensable

open

Open access is important for academia. Ideas need to be dispersed to fellow researchers 

without exorbitant access fees (why did people publish their articles in Nuc. Phys. B in the 

80s?).

Our university is not a subscribtion of some publishers. ArXiv solves this problem freely. This is 

the I like it most. 

Plagiarists plague the place and I hate it.

Please see the previous table (3a)

poor search facility

poor overall structure (SPIRES gives a much better overview)

Poor segregation by topic. In particular, hep-ph is a slush category. It should be split into 

standard model and extensions; QCD/EFT phenomenology.

positive: daily email notifcation

Positive: Up to date.

Negative: The time it takes to retrieve pdf format of a preprint.

positives:

arXiv is where the eprints actually are!

coverage of many interesting fields outside HEP

negatives:

Search system could be better structured to provide nested searches -- A,

        A and B, A and B and not C .. 

No direct access to published versions of articles in journals

possibility to often be able to obtain sources and plots

Practically everything that I need is there.

pro: contains the articles before final publications (or unpublished articles) so they are not out 

dated compared to when they are published in refereed journals.  And also it is free access to 

everyone. I hate when I cannot access to a reference simply my lab has not the subscription 

to this journal.

con: their new interface ! [and numbering]. Also, in the past, we had "abs" with "new", 

"recent", "find" to access directly a arxiv number.

pro: easy of access, dissemination of ideas, speed

con: virtually any paper of any quality can be stored there 

and it may grow out of control

Pro: Free availability of full text

Con: Poor search facilities

Pro: Roughly everybody publishes on arXiv

Con: New numbering system!!

provide a free access to all preprint. Possibilty of revision of the posted papers. 

Public access to papers

Quality of content

Speed to find what I want

Quick access to full text and completeness



Quick and shows new papers with full text.

Old papers not on the arxiv.

Quick to see the day's articles

Fairly often the local mirror fails

quick to to publish

Quick, easy access to new submissions. Other than that I only use it to lookup preprints I 

have the reference for.

rapid updating.

rapidly and conveniently, it makes me knowing new researches.  

Recently, arXiv has been refusing downloads of acrobat formats for some articles so I have to 

download the postscript and then convert it.

It would be nice if arXiv had a separate category for review papers, and another category for 

books.  Generally, when one wants one of these, one does not want a research paper, so it 

would make for more efficient searching.

relevant

no complaints

Reliability, extensive archives available at al times, almost ebables one to dispense

with an extensive journal subscription - important consideration for many countries.

IT HAS CREATED A LEVEL PLAYING FIELD! This cannot be stressed too

highly.

Dislike: panders to the present day obsession with and misuse of citation figures.

RSS feeds useful to browse new preprints (but not working well with new arXiv format)

Science is available for free to everyone. This is democracy of knowledge.

Seachability; 'one stop shop' (most)

Lack of quality control, peer review (least)

Search engine is not convenient

Search interface can be frustrating.

Search interface is clumsy.

search is not as easy as spires

Search is pretty painful.  

searching is spotty- often misses things 

see 3a

see answer 3a. In particular size restrictions for pictures and poor instructions about 

converting images.

See each day latest papers

Seems easy to use.

Nothing bad.

Should do better in the face

Simple and efficient; no complaints.

Simple and straight forward when you know what you are looking for. Preprints are often 

enough (wrt articles).

simple to find a given preprint reference, hep-ex/xxxxx

I often switch off many search categories to speed it up.

simplicity

simplicity

since I do not use arXiv, I do not rank it



Some authors, even well respected ones, are sometimes no longer allowed to submit their 

work.

Some of the material provided to help users is written in a rather agressive style, and despite 

it’s importance, the arXiv doesn't appear to be very accountable. It's unclear what criteria are 

used to accept submissions, who determines them or what, if any, appeals processes exist. 

This became particularly apparent after the ludicrous decision not to allow trackbacks from 

Peter Woit’s blog a couple of years ago. 

Some Papers are not found in Pdf leading to difficulty in downloading. 

Sometimes searching for text is not efficient and google work better

Sorry to admit that I am unfamiliar with arXiv

source is available

speciality

Speed of communication - the best thing

Speed of obtaining informations

speed to find what I want

Speed to find what you want

Not user friendly

Speed, quality and depth are all good.  GUI could be improved.

Speed.

Blackouts.

Still the main source to find new preprints and later the full text (as the others are just 

Straight forward to do a search compared to SPIRES but doesn't find all the correct references 

when search by author name.

Structured coverage for different branches of Physics,particularly HEP.

subdivision for years and matters

submission (most)

finding a paper if you don't know the hep number (least)

Submission form is hard to find.

No way to collaborate on a paper on-line before publication.

Submission interface

submission interface is clunky and nearly insulting.  on the other hand, it seems to ensure 

some level of quality control, so maybe it's for the best?

daily feed of new papers is helpful.

Submission process is awful.

support for/standardization of particle symbols would be nice

in general classification of topics is not the best (it's up the the author

to give a decent title)

technically it is a good system, but it is managed by Taliban who apply censorship and 

blacklisting according to incomprehensible criteria; this is a very serious matter;

That it exists is fantastic - despite "just" being preprints, arXiv is usually all I need and it's a 

long time since I used a paper library. That it's free and accessible from anywhere (home, 

internet cafes, trains...) is an essential feature for me.

Things I don't like... well, the search form used to be hideous and counter-intuitive, but a lot 

has improved recently.

that you can find even not accepted papers and you can download them for free

The appearance of daily listing of articles in the arXiv I like the most. I think the citation 

analysis should improve.



The arXiv interface was very user-friendly before may 07 but the changes that occured in 

may07 have made it more difficult to use.

The division between the different subjects could definitively be improved.

The arXiv is an excellent way of disseminating information.  Posts to the arXiv have completely 

replaced journal articles.

I like the daily updates / daily abstract mailings.

The search interface for older articles leaves something to be desired.  I tend to search on 

SPIRES then get the article from the arXiv.

The arxiv is best for finding *new* preprints, and I check them out every day.

What I do like least is that, when downloading the source files of an article, they come with 

the wrong tag, i.e. although they are .tar.gz files, thet come with an .html  tag, so that I have 

to rename the file before I can unpack it.

The arXiv is easy to use, however provides limmited information and limited ammount of 

articles (by arXiv, I include citebase as well).

The arXiv is fundamental because it is a free repository of almost all papers (at least in hep-

th) of the last 15 years.

The arXiv could have a better search interface like spires which also searched published 

articles. The arXiv with a spires like search interface extended to other subjects would be 

The arXiv is the true ``market place" where everybody is looking for new papers, it is easy to 

deposit papers (and then download them to journals for publication), easy access to preprints, 

easy searching,  connection to citebase and spires. 

I can't really think of things I vehemently dislike about arXiv

The arXiv is very complete and clearly organized.

I don't like the search form, I would prefer a command line search directly above the subject 

listings, in which I can type the same as in SPIRES and get quickly the paper.

eg "a surname, name and date 2007 and j jhep, xxx, yyy"

The availability to download original TEX and eps files

The availiability of all eprints on a particular subject in one place.

The difficulty of searching within the text of eprints.

The best aspect is that it exists at all.  SPIRES goes beyond, however, in organizing content, 

allowing for intuitive searches and providing citation information.

The best feature is an easy access to article, the worst one is a poor interface and very limited 

search options.

The best in arXiv is the enormous collection of preprints. The least thing is some complexity in 

sending preprints during last years. 

The best of the arXiv is the Depth of coverage and Quality of content.

The worst of the arXiv is  the Submission interface.

The best part is to be able to search in abstract. The worst part about the current of the arXiv 

is that one cannot input the arXiv preprint number directly to obtain a paper.

The best preprint server

The best thing about arXiv is that every one can have acccess

to free preprits any where in the world.

For researchers in developing countries, that is invaluable.

It also is an excellent source to look for the recent  publications in a day-to-day fashion.

the best thing is that it is up-to-date; the worst thing is that there is lots of "noise"



The best thing is the daily postings which keep you updated about any field, free access to 

preprints is also a great plus. The worst part is the search, specially search by author name. 

Its not accurate and does not return any name , most of the times, if you include the first 

name or initials of the author.

the best: it created a world wide paradigm how such a

system could be created with a minimum of resources

the least: loss of authenticity in case of multiple updates

The citation analysis is not very helpful (for me); SPIRES and Google Scholar are better, I 

The Citation analysis is very usefull.

the citation count is not good, heavily biased toward theory hep and very inaccurate in other 

fields.

the citations of arXiv give sometimes most citations in ArXiv than

in CDS  and sometimesCDS gives more citations than

Arkiv

The concept of a single preprint server where everyone posts their work is very valuable.

The coverage is fantastic

The search engine is quite poor

The daily list of preprints is the most useful one. I find it's citation analysis not as accurate as 

SPIRES.

The daily notices are very convenient.  I find the search abaility somewhat difficult to use.

The daily sent mail with abstracts is very informative and helpfull.

No negative critics.

The daily summary by email

The facilities to obtain the full text (the most).

The citation analysis (the least)

The fact that articles older than about 20 to 25 years are usually missing. And hence there are 

immense flaws if one wants to find older references. Unfortunately, I realize that it is probably 

hopeless and not worth the effort to improve this ....

The fact that it offers a very good, an excellent source of preprints, available to anybody for 

free.

Maybe the fact that it doesn't provide any citation analysis (if there is one, i never find and 

The full text is always there in all its versions.  Searching on arXiv if you don't already know 

the reference can be hard.

The full text search is not reliable.

The function "get" has disappeared; that was very useful. 

The great thing about arXiv is that they act as a preprint database, but their manu-based user 

interface is poor and they only cover preprints, so they are not really useful for searching.

The immediacy -- I skim through daily emails of abstracts to get a sense of what is happening 

right now.  I don't use it for literature searches, really...I only retrieve articles I know I'm 

looking for.  I do find submission a bit of a pain, but I understand that it's to make everything 

foolproof (I hope!) for users who retrieve articles later.

the instant availability of new work.

the interface is absolutely lousy and outdated, the service and quality/availability of content is 

The interface is that like less, the rest is Ok

The interplay between SPIRES and arXiv is a beautiful scenario. the arXiv by itself is a bit poor 

in searching documents by subject.

The latest information is provided.

No papers befor 1990.



The latest papers are there, so if you want to keep track of someone you can rather easily.  I 

can also look up my own papers.  

The least is the interface, the most is the tremendous service it does to the communnity for 

giving immediate acccess to new works and for the massive store it is 

The least is the search options, the most the access to texts

The least is the searching interface, the most the coverage of contents

the least: cannot use PDFLATEX with pdf, jpg, gif figures.  Only accepts latex sources if the 

figures are in EPS format!

the most: easy to browse through the latest papers submitted to the arxiv

The least: deleted preprint links for published articles

The least: I prefer the printed version

The most: it is freeely available

The least: lack of reliable citation analysis

The most: essential interface

The least: no access to old papers.

The most:makes preprints available in 24 hours.

The least: the loading problems when one tries to access articles prior to 1998

the least: the new numbering. Confusing, more difficult to obtain the right paper, have to 

switch continuously between 2 different formats...

The least: The search system and the overall organization in categories, which are to broad.

The most: Its reliability

The Least; has to be this new method of organizing the articles, It was not really explained 

that well,and it since overly difficult. its becoming more and more complicated to do a very 

simple thing. It is as if Librarians took it over...

The less : the search system. It is not friendly and tends not to find the papers.

The list of latest submissiona are very useful, but  searching on  more archives (eg.  hep-ph 

and astro-ph)  and

multiple authors  more cumbersome than  for Spires.

The list of things I like most about the arXiv would be very long. I find searching on the arXiv 

could be better.

The most - easy reacheble

The least - too many junk papers

The most - it gives the best posibility to obtain literature for work for scientists from countries 

with restricted account to journals. As a result, it includes such large part of scientists in total 

evolution of sciece at our time.

Maybe, it will be expand topics of physics in arxiv. Maybe, it is bad point.

the most - its categories and time-slice presentation

the least - my inability (maybe my ignorance) to move to a specific archiv number out of 100 

on a page

second least - the lack of ability to search on key words within an archiv listing (maybe my 

problem?)

the most ---- quality of content

the least -- speed 

The most -- the prompt daily listings.

The least -- the length of astro-ph.

the most : large cover in HEP physics

the least: I have not explored all features of arXiv to give a real opinion



the most : the fact that its the most up to date.

the least : their search interface is less effective than spires's

the most about the arxiv is the length and breadth of the articles.

it comes daily with the latest papers in research. 

However, its search option is the least friendly. Somehow the pageformatting

is also not good. If I missed to look  at arxives for a day or so, its really painful

to go back..and have a look at recent papers stuff. I cannot organise it clearly. 

The most attractive part of arXiv is that scientific knowledges can be reached from one corner 

of the world to the other within a short period. Also it is free. So people can acess scientific 

papers without any cost. 

The most depth of coverage, the least the citation analysis

The most I like is that everybody submits their preprints to arXiv and you can get them 

instantly free of charge. It is my window to current work in HEP.

The most I like is that I can find complete articles for free.  The least I like is that the 

submission server sometimes has problems but in general it's ok.

The most I like is the fact that arXiv are updated.

The least is the poor friendliness of the system.

The most I like is the search accuracy. The least is the little accuracy in searching for citations.

the most is the complete collection, and the least is the not user friendly as Spires.

the most is the user frienfliness, but the least is the citation analysis.

The most is to find the newest files that have been put on arXiv.

The least is to find the wanted papers.

The most is we can find newest preprint every day and the least is we can read at least 

information by abstract.

the most like : easy to access

the leat like : citation analysis

the most that at all it exists

the least that it lags behind in the newest things

The most that it is daily and that one can receive the new listings via e-mail.  The least is the 

limitation in memory size

of the submissions, it is hard to submit a paper with lots of figures.

The most the depth of coverage and the least the citation analysis.

The most

It is very good already

The Least

-----------

Nowadays it is not seldom that one may want to keep a record of daily released preprints for 

which i would find useful, that besides the downloadable links, ps,pdf, other, there were 

another one allowing to copy to a .tex file the complete ref. to the article,  just as in SPIRES 

with the LaTeX (US) or (EU) links.

The most, it is very usefull and gives access very soon on the progress in its subjects

The least, it should have reprinted version (fulltext) of old references (there are a few of 

the most: - large cover in HEP physics

the least: - I have not explored all features of arXiv to give a real opinion 

The most:  universality and quality

the least:  the obstacles to a free submision



The most: a easy way to find a article.

The least: no citation analyses.

The most: access to full text

The least: depth of coverage

the most: access to full text

the least: search accuracy

the most: access to the full text and speed,

the least:it is not so friendliness

the most: Accessible by anyone. 

the least: have to use SPIRES too, in searching for the papers citing

The most: actual, i.e. current info

The most: always full text.

The least: the search (but perhaps I'm just not familiar enough with it)

The most: article classification

The least: rigidity of the system

The most: availability of texts.

The least: the interface is very cumbersome, and it's very difficult to perform searches or 

sumbit papers. Even the PDF button feels uncomfortable in the new version of the interface.

The most: being freely available, it spreads knowledge faster and allows faster development of 

research fields, even though much garbage can also be found in between good sources.

The least: Almost nothing. Lack of stronger peer-review is understandable for being freely 

available. User interface got less friendly with more information about the preprints (the older 

version was simpler), but is not necessarily cluttered. Still, some information like citation 

index is missing.

The most: can do searches of abstracts

The least: only goes back to the early 90's

the most: completeness, speed of delivery

the least: the recent stupid change in how preprint numbers

are assigned (the month with more than 9'999 physics preprints

will come, and the format is really awkward)

the most: comprehensive and easy to search

the least: ciattion analysis

The most: content

The least: not a very good search engine

The most: covers virtually everyting in my areas of interest.

The least: ???

the most: Daily and recent postings. 

the worst: search interface (and the fact that the ability to access a preprint

by its "absolute" number seems to have disappeared)

the most: daily lkistings

the least: the search interface

the most: daily mailing of new submissions



the most: daily update

the least: it is unconfortable sometimes to find data from 1992 on... but that's 

the nature of the arXiv.

The most: deep coverage and quality content

The least: user friendliness

The most: Depth of coverage.

The laest: Citation analysis.

the most: earliest point of effective publication for my field (hep-ex, hep-ph). structure and 

completeness of repository allows plots to be retrieved (eg for use in talks). it is the model for 

scientific publications for the future, with peer review left to the community as a whole instead 

of a few anonymous reviewers.

the least: that other fields are not using it as extensively yet. 

the most: easy acsess to all papers published in teh last 15 years

the least: its new interface and the numbering system, the old one was perfect!

the most: every day new papers

the least: the search accuracy

the most: fast 

The least: old papers full version unreachable  

The most: Fast knowledge

The least: No link to the published paper

The most: Free and fast access to current research. User-friendly.

I like the light "refereeing system" in use.

Least: submission process could be slightly improved (we still need to insert authors, title and 

abstract by hand).

The most: freedom to upload and download

The least: freedom to upload comments and replies, along the lines of personal 

correspondence (I have even seen a Referee report uploaded, or a few papers against modern 

The most: full texts of almost every recent article written in my researc field can be find

The least: the search system is not efficient. For example, in

does not work properly if you search for an author having a composed last name.

the most: getting papers

The most: I don't know

The least: the search interface

The most: it gives me access to the daily papers written in my field anywhere.

The most: It is free and very useful

The least: Citation base.

The most: it is free.

The least: the citations (in Spires) are not fully included, and the way to make additions or 

corrections is very complicated.

the most: it is huge, it is free

the least: there are still some mathematicians that avoid it

The most: it is versatile and rapid

The least: - 



The most: it keeps trace also of unpublished works, comments on other papers; moreover, it 

is a sort of daily journal.

The most: it's fast and efficient

The least: one can only find full text of preprint which are free. It has a poor citation analysis.

The most: it's free, I can access it from anywhere (hotel rooms, etc)

The least: the new numbering system. The fact that in the daily mailings they don't print 

anymore the address of the author (it was great to keep up with where people had moved to).

The most: its reputation which causes authors to submit their articles there

The least: the removed button "get"

the most: large amount of information available

the least: the search forn interface often gives strange errors

The most: new articles every day, with easy acces.

The least: none citation search and comparison.

the most: offering current information

the least:  it is easy to find what you want

The most: One can find essentially all recent papers.

The least: It is a "virgin forest" of information; it contains a lot of junk; for newcomers, this is 

very confusing.

I expect average standards of scientific publications to go down.  

the most: overview of new submissions and catchup

least: lack of desirable features; slow to change

the most: quality of content and access to full text.

the least: speed to find what I want

The most: quantity

The least: quality (not filtered by referees)

the most: several mirrors

the least: trying to submit papers is difficult

The most: speedy engine to publish.

The least: the new reference format.

The most: that new preprints are accessible immediately.

The least: that I can't search for an author in hep-th and hep-ph simultaneously.

Plus new: I hate the new numbering system where the subject specification has been 

dropped. Very unwise change!

The most: the access to full text, clearly.

The least: The porr feasibility of making use of "logical symbols" in search (it could be better).

The Most: the arXiv is open to the whole community including the third world. I highly value 

this fact as it guarantees the equality of opportunity for the whole scientific community. 

The Least: since the arXiv has become such an essential tool in academic life, I sometimes 

worry if something happens to it; I mean, it still seems to be run by an unofficial voluntary 

organisation around Prof. P.G. who used to do quantum gravity. And what about the 

the most: the complete coverage of the research field

the least: limited to years >1991, not very complete for fields

other than high energy theoretical physics

the most: the democratic system; the fact that it's free

the least: too much garbage is being posted

The most: the fact that any scientific article written will appear there first.

The least: the difficulty in sorting/filtering through papers by topics.

the most: the great amount of information storaged in there

the least: it does not give citations explicitly



The most: the idea of free dissemination of scientific knowledge.

The most: the place to look for today's papers.

The least: the new numbering system...

The most: the possibility to get a list of all preprints in a given field by mail or on the web, 

daily.

The most: The quality of content.

The least: Sometimes is difficult to find something, because fields must be filled in a exact 

The most: the simple interface

The worst: the simple interface

The most: the wide coverage, the free access.

The least: search tools.

the most: user friendliness and easy access to PS and PDF files

the least: new identifier system - it's horrible

the most: user friendliness

the least: search accuracy, and sometimes is too slow

the most: website structure

the least: search interface

the most: you can find full text articles/preprints which would be difficult to find in another 

way.

the least: too many submissions per day, most often of not-so-relevant papers (e.g. 

proceedings which are identical copies of already published papers, comments on other 

The most: you have there all papers on hep and some other areas from certain date on

The least: 1- People in certain areas use it little to send there papers or do not use it.

2-Does not include citations outside arXiv. You can not search for information outside arXiv 

specially old papers and there citations. 

3-When I need to find something is difficult to search not knowing the specific database 

4-Too rigid to search

the most:

It is widely used in the world, so that with arXiv you are supposed to access in real time 

almost every new research.

the least:

I find not so friendly the search by author or by title in the archive; much less friendly than 

with SPIRES.

The most:availability of the most recent preprints

The least:topic search

the most->full text

the least->database, they should extend the number of years.

the mosti i like is the presence of the paper on the site

the least i like is the limited coverage of years, and that people can pubblish anything without 

any control

The new interface is very good (much better than before !), but the most annoying thing is 

when you know the number of a preprint and you click on a given month, you then have to 

wade through several pages until you find the preprint you want.

The new number system is bad, since it mixed subjects. Earlier it 

was easier to find things as I only use hep-ph. Also I find it difficult to search for a specific 



The new numbering system is *TERRIBLE* and the search engine also isn't very good.

The old numbering system should be brought back *IMMEDIATELY*.

The old system was more informative in that  by just looking at the arXive number more 

information was at your disposal.

the only little note concerns the fact that with the new way of cataloguing papers it is lost the 

evidence of subsections in the physics section (i.e. It is not clear if the paper concerns, for 

instance, history of physics or general physics ...)

the organization of the recent submited papers

The overall performance of arXiv is excellent, the one failing we notice infrequently is there is 

a failure to fully reference a refer article as when an author comments or responds to a 

previous article. This is where the Data Miner comes in.

The place to submit papers. Search interface is not great, prefer SPIRES

the preprints

the preprints in both cases: I like because the chances of finding a specific preprint are high 

and on the other hand, you are limited to preprints and some articles are not there. 

The quality of contents and the easy access to full texts is what i like most. The lack   of a 

higher accuracy power and even the difficulty in some cases as report numbers.

The recent post index and access to full text are unvaluable

Search tools could be better

The RSS feeds are fantastic.  I feel up to date.  The searching leaves something to be desired.

The search could be much improved in arxiv.

the search form is not as convenient as spires

The search form is the least thing I like about arXiv.

The search form should be like SPIRES.

The search function is not really up to scratch, but it's the best place for the newest papers.

the search function is not very flexible

I find pretty much all papers I need

the search tool, I use mainly for seeing the newly

posted papers everyday, for that it is the best

The speed and flexibility of searching is great, as is the access to the full text of many articles 

independent of journal affiliation.  But it's difficult to get the full text (or even an abstract) for 

many older articles.

The submission interface is very user friendly

The searching function is much worse than spires

The submission of articles I like the least. 

I like the most, that it gives us scientist a platform to put our publications out before the 

reviews by the journals have been made. 

The submission procedure.

the summary of the latest articles (new, recent etc.) in a given field of research

The thing I like most is that new ideas are easily spread and that papers are accesible before 

publication in a journal. The thing I like least at the moment is the new interface, but this 

might be only until I really get used to it. 

The thing I like the most is the short time needed to get the information of new preprints

I dislike the search engine.

the time organization and the mirrors the most,

the least I do not know

the topics are not consistent any more.

The search interface is lacking (maybe I didn't try to hard finding the right one for me).

Full text searches and links to references / citations are interesting to have.



The user interface is awful, the idea of having a centralised archive is excellent

The vast number of preprints available. 

There is no citation information.

The work done by arXiv in collecting papers is af extreme importance. I think the community 

would not "survive" without it.

Search is good but within arXiv only (in this sense SPIRES offer a wider search).

Their regularity in sending everyday articles.

Their regularity in sending everyday articles.

There is a secret black-list and a committee with no term-limit for determining which papers 

get posted.   

This is good and precise if one knows th ereference more precisely.

This is the most current research.

to be able to find papers by their arxiv number

To me it seems O.K.

To popularise its system for use and access.

Under current management, they are confusing the issue of topical organization and review. 

They are using underqualified computer science undergraduates to do a job they are not 

qualified to do, and, as a result, engage in dishonest defensive practices (such as posting one 

set of procedures and following another, and sending out insulting emails). The tasks of 

archiving and categorizing need to be separated from the tasks of review --

for example, by accepting PACs categories for immediate archiving, and creating virtual 

journals or sophisticated cross-reference systems, which a company like Google would be well-

equipped to do much better.  

Unfortunately, it does not cover HEP before 1991.

It is its main drawback.

Unknown to me.

up to date

some 'crank' papers

Update in time

updates every day (most)

too many cross lists and revisions (least)

Uploading is somewhat difficult or mysterious (when a paper is rejected)

used so few times in my life that I can't provide any judgment 

user friendliness

user friendliness

User friendliness and search accuracy.

User friendly I like the most and search system is not proper.

User interface is not very appealing. In a sense, for papers available on the arXiv, SPIRES is 

mostly a user interfaceto be redirected there.

Vastness ; Bad searche results some times

Very complete set of preprints of almost all HEP papers but search often doesn't give me 

response I am looking for (admittedly I have used it in a while as SPIRES does the job very 

well, so it may have improved)

very complete within physics, not in other fields

Very convenient

Very convenient



Very fast and good for finding both preprints and preprints of articles.

Very nice that you can get an update email with recent articles. (I should say that when I was 

working abit in solid state physics there were simply too many preprints! For nucl-ex it is 

great)

One of the worst features is that the author-experiment link is not so good. The user is 

required to set it up intelligently. On the other hand it can eb an advantage when you want to 

Very good: up to the minute papers

very much information - can be too much or all you need

Very Sensible and easily accessable round the clock.

Sometime, repeated replacements and/or withdrawal of a pre-print is bit bother some. 

Thanks. 

very unfriendly interface. 

Very useful system.

Very user-friendly but lacks links to pre-'92 articles. 

very wide coverage --- not just hep...

Virtually all relevant material present. Search function is more cumbersome and less precise 

than Spires.

way too controlled

We can find the most recent preprints (or the final version of them

in the publication).

We want a proper ordering of preprints.  

The least is the citation. 

What happened to the new classification scheme that had been discussed a couple years ago 

(physics.AC for cosmology etc.)? I think browsing preprints in a specific subfield would 

become much more convenient with that physics reorganization.

There could be separate listings for regular preprints, conference proceedings, and comments 

on earlier papers to reduce noise.

Comments on arXiv preprints already available at various blogs and sites like 

http://cosmocoffee.info//, but it would be more convenient to allow comments by registered 

(or endorsed) users in arXiv itself. The trackback system is not very effective.

What I do not know at all is if arXiv archives more than preprint. I thought that arXiv do not 

give pointer to the web page for journal. In fact I don't know since I normally do not use 

What I like is the possibility of having full text papers; on the other  hand, the citation analysis 

is not so accurate, and the interface is not friendly.

what I like most is that it is always there,  there are no messages along the line that your 

institution does not subscribe to this journal.  

what I like least is that it seems to have been taken over by american lawyers at some 

university,  why couldn't it stay like it was ten years ago?

Of course the main thing is it is nice to have a pre-print there for the four years or so that it 

takes to get something published.

What I like most is that it issues an abstract list on a daily basis.

What I like least is that the search facility is somewhat cumbersome

What I like most is the easy and fast access.



What I like most:

It gives immediate widespread and universal access to preprints, and it provides a date/ time 

stamp record for the submission.

What I like least:

Searches are difficult.

What I like the least is that is not so intuitive in the serach form.

What I like the most about arXiv is that it's the most up-to-date database on current physics 

and math research, and it's quite open - not only regarding access, but also as the main entry 

door for young researchers to make their work known.

What I like the least, but I don't know what can be done about it, is that sometimes it accepts 

papers whose content is, so to speak, less than scrupulous - the withdrawal policy deals with 

that only partially successfully.

What I like the most about arXiv is the essential fact that most papers in HEP are there, freely 

available for anyone to read.

Searching for a paper in arXiv is not as easy as it is in SPIRES, though, but since both are so 

well integrated, this doesn't cause me problems.

What I like the most in arXiv is the amount of preprints. What I like the least is the 

information about submission of preprints.

What I like the most is the daily email service alerting me to new papers that have been 

posted.  

What I like the least is that it seems less complete than SPIRES for example.  Also it 

sometimes refuses to send me a paper because of some issue with PDF plug-ins, but doesn't 

What I like the most is the freedom of exchanging scientific ideas for all interested people, 

irrespective of their association to an institute, whether their institute has enough money to 

pay for journal publication, whether their idea is in the main stream or something new, maybe 

not always correct or interesting, but it would be up to readers to judge. And readers learn to 

accept or reject a work not because a famous person is between authors or it is published in a 

famous journal. There is no policing by referees. Unfortunately with the large number of 

works, the traditional refereeing system which should improve the quality of science has 

changed to a tool to prevent competition of ideas. To improve the scientific quality of the arXiv 

I suggest to make it possible for readers to leave their comments (with their identity) and 

these comments should be accessible to other readers along with the answers from the 

authors. Addition of other domain of physics or subjects close to physics and encouraging 

What I like the most is the rapidity of the retrieval of a large catalogue of preprints.  What I 

like the least is the search interface.

What I like the most... is that I can get the arXiv papers via google (which is much simpler).

What I most like about the arXiv is its open nature: all preprints are easily acessible to anyone 

inside or outside an University, without subscription. 

What I dislike is its search interface, which is not powerful enough (does not search inside the 

preprints). And I think there should be the option to list all papers in a given month/year. This 

morning I needed a paper which I only remembered that it appeared by the end of April, and 

if I had not found the little piece of paper in which I wrote the hep number, I could not have 

found it. If I could list all the papers of April  2007, then it would be easy.

When I use the arxiv for finding articles by a given author, sometimes it includes huge 

garbages. So, I hope to give more accurate output data by arxiv.

When looking for authors not all papers for a given surname in the arxive appear to be linked.



with arXiv one is always up-to-date

the conversion of different formats sometimes takes long

With the new version numbering it is difficult for me to find a preprint by its number.

worst: interface

Worst: There are lots of user interface features that I don't find intuitive at first.  If I use them 

regularly its fine since they are easy to remember once learned.  If I use them only 

occasionally then they are a small problem.  

Best: the comprehensiveness of the system. We all use it.

Would like: better citation analysis and statistics (for example papers should be weighted by 

the number of authors, etc...)

x

Yes

You find authors, preprints and papers of all topics in maths, physics etc. It is not restricted in 

specific topics as SPIRES.

Unfortunately there are no tips as SPIRES has, eg citation summary.

You need to have "no information" or "no basis for judgement" in the options above. I use 

arXiv when I know the preprint number. Then I find it is a useful way to get the journal 

citation if it exists and to get the preprint or the article.

As far as submission is concerned, I submit preprints on average less than once per year. It 

works well, but it takes time to figure out what you have to do, especially if you have not done 

it in a long time (e.g., remembering a password or even which email address you used last 

time was reallly difficult). 

You supressed the "abs" option in the main page, which I found VERY useful for quickly finding 

a paper


